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Sri Lankan grad jailed
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Manikkalingam incarcerated by security forces
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Ram Manikkalingam '85, who was arrested by Sri Lankan
security officials on April 19.

U ray ta
By Earl C. Yen
President Paul E. Gray '54 told
the Graduate Student Council
(GSC) last Thursday that the administration will rank its four
candidates for the site of the new
graduate dormitory by the end of
August.
MIT may experience some dif-

s; to GSnewrn ersv
ficulty in obtaining approval for
the new dormitory from the city
of Cambridge, Gray predicted,
but he expects MIT to eventually
receive approval for construction.
"There's a climate of suspicion
in Cambridge," Gray said. "The
city looks for an evil motive in
anything Harvard and MIT do."

during shanty. protest.
By Andrew L. Fish
,Foirthin-a series on anti-'ap'artheidprotests at other schools

Last Thursday 1 Boston University students were arrested
for preventing the removal of shanties from the front of Boston
University's student. aunion building,
bTheshanties had been
erected approximately half an hour earlier by members of the
Southern Africain',Task Forceh (SATF) to protest the. university's
,investments. in South'Africa.
The protesters were arrested both for preventing university
workers from removing the structures and for blocking police'
cars from leaving the scene. They were all charged with disorderly conduct and released Thursday on $15 bail. The university

ardministration 'said it did not arrest the studenis foxr protesting,
'but rather for interfering 'with 'the removal, according to Greg

Lang, a staffwriter for the'BU.Free Press.
The students were arraigned it court Friday. They were informed that any mnore disciplinary action could lead to $1000
· fines and up to six months. in jail, Lang.said. The students then
had, their' court cases continued:until

ne
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The SATE? a group.claiming to have approximately 60 meil·bers, has been 'working to, achieve divestment of the university's
$20r'million investedcorporations Which: do business with South,
'Africam: The group clairms to hae -been- succesdul"in, raising
aw >arene~. the
.. ;#anti, sarys-at'
iovement itself "'
is was impcnjtant"s' dve
,
ding 1ai G1;
OAn Mar1
26 SATE meier Yosef:Abram
itz
cstttte:d a hun·gr strike to5 raiuewe
tarpnes
:isab,6,
tiy aidseyAprissu
3 he -had beet jind1,by 19 other studi en . evta"-ad'iat er he
:halted the hunge strike becas he ai
,enough awaeness
Lainkg said'
The hanger strike: was a."big' sucess" at getting people;aware
of the ,stuation, according to Jane Friedlaender, One-of the 20
participnts.,
"Lots 6f things started happening."' When the
'
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By David P. Hamilton
Ramanujam Manikkalingam
'85, an MIT physics graduate,
was arrested by government security forces in his native country
of Sri Lanka on April 19, according to ,ie Daily News, an English-language Sri Lankan newspaper [see "Graduate reported
missing," page 5].
Unconfirmed rumors report
that Manikkalingam was arrested
for a curfew violation.
Manikkalingam was arrested
under the provisions of the Prevention of Terrorism Act, The
Daily News reported. The Act
permits the Sri Lankan government to hold prisoners up to 18
months without trial and incom-
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The architect and builder will
take one year to formulate the
plans for the dormitory, Gray
said. Senior Vice President William R. Dickson '56 said in early
April that MIT will complete
construction by 1989,.
MIT did not include the graduate dormitory in its upcoming
capital funding campaign because
in the pase MIT has been unable
to raise funds for housing from
its capital campaigns, Gray said.
In the mid-1970's MIT tried to
include the construction of 500
Memorial Drive in its capital
funding drive, Gray said. But the
Institute was unable to use money from the capital campaign
because most donors designated
their money for a restricted purpose, such as supporting a research laboratory or a professorship. MIT was forced to dip into
general operating expenses to
cover construction costs.
"Just because you put housing
on the campaign list doesn't
mean donors will contribute to
it," Gray said.
Gray estimated the cost of the
new graduate house at $20-24
million. 500 Memorial Drive cost
between $10-12 million.
Gray would support limit
on student enrollment
Gray also answered GSC members' questions about the graduate school's size, the lack of administrative attention to graduate
students, and the graduate tuition policy.
Gray said he would consider
implementing a quota system to
curb undesirable growth in graduate school enrollments. Over the
past 20 years, the graduate
schools have seen a gradual but
(Please turn to page 10)

Students watch CP videotape of shanty arrests
By Harold A. Stern
The Cambridge district attorney viewed the Campus Police's
videotape of the March 14 arrests
on Kresge Oval Tuesday in the
presence of the two students
whose cases were continued for
trial and their attorneys.
The district attorney had directed Sgt. Edward McNulty of
the Campus Police to show the
tape in response to a request by
David Kelston, the defense
attorney for Lawrence K.
Kolodney G.
At the end of the tape, "we

asked them to rewind it and play
it again - but he [McNulty]
went too far," Kolodney said.
On the tape, according to Arnold Contreras '86, was "a previous [Coalition Against Apartheid] demonstration." The
recording was made at the protest outside the home of President Paul E. Gray '54 on March
7, he added.
McNulty then "quickly turned
off" the machine, Contreras continued. The defense lawyer requested McNulty to show these
portions of the tape, Contreras

said, and McNulty refused.
As long as the portions of the
tape are not being used as evidence in the trials, the Campus
Police are not required to show
it, Kolodney explained.
The assistant district attorney
informed Kelston that a scene
from the construction of the
shanties was also on the tape,
Kolodney said.
The judge offered the students
a new deal at the hearing, Kolodney said. They would have to
agree to a probationary period
(Please turn to page 10)

municado, according to the Amnesty International Report 1985,
produced by the London-based
human rights organization Amnesty International.
The Act also allows the government to try detainees under
special procedures curtailing normal legal safeguards, the report
stated.
Manikkalingam is a Tamil, a
minority sect in Sri Lanka. Some
Tamil groups advocate a separate
state for their sect, the Amnesty
report stated.
Manikkalingam was first reported missing on April 1, according to an April 11 report by
The Daily News. He was last seen
outside his Colombo home by a
servant on March 27. At the
time, the Sri Lankan police and
the National Security Ministry
denied taking Manikkalingam
into custody.
Manikkalingam is the son of a
former Sri Lankan ambassador
a0%-

to Indonesia.
Human rights in Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka is currently undergoing a civil uprising among militant Tamil separatists, according
to The New York Times. A government-decreed state of emergency has been in effect for several years with the stated purpose
of combatting violence by Tamil
extremists, according to the Amnesty, InternationalReport 1985.
In the past three years there
have been increasing reports of
unarmed Tamil civilians shot
dead in reprisal for attacks by extremist groups on security forces
personnel, the Amnesty report
stated.
Amnesty International has also
been concerned about the "detention of Tamils, members of leftwing opposition parties, and students under legislation permitting
long-term detention without
charge or trial," the report
(Please turn to page 3)

By Ben Z. Stanger
A $300 million increase in
higher education funding approved by the Senate last
Wednesday "neutralized" the effect that the Gramm-RudmanHoilings deficit reduction law
would have had on universities,
according to Director of Student
Financial Aid Leonard V.
Gallagher '54.
Walter L. Milne, assistant to
the Chairman of the MIT Corporation, said the 60-38 vote made
universities optimistic that "Congress will not in any way adopt
[President Reagan's education]
proposals," which Milne said call
for drastic cuts in education.
The Senate also voted against
an amendment which would have
eliminated 43 domestic programs
from the 1987 budget in the same
session. The 83-14 vote was
viewed by the amendment's writers as an indicator of incomplete
Senate support for Reagan's proposed removal of popular programs. The administration refused to negotiate with Senate
Republicans before the vote, insisting the cuts be made.
The Grarmm-Rudman legislation, which calls for a deficit ceiling of $144 billion in fiscal year
1987, requires Congress and the
Reagan administration to devise a
budget plan by Oct. 1. The administration, which wants a tax
freeze and greater military spending, proposed deep cuts in
domestic programs including
education.
The deficit-reducing law will
cause a four percent reduction in
student aid programs at MIT in
1986-87, Gallagher said. MIT
feared "severe cuts" in financial
aid of up to 35 percent in 1987-88
if education cuts followed the expected path. Last week's vote
would keep MIT aid levels about
the same for the next two years,
he said.
MIT belongs to several lobbying groups in Washington, including the Consortium on Financing Higher Education
(COFHE), the Association of
Student Financial Aid Administrators (ASFAA) and the Association of American Universities

(AAU), "all of whom have been
crawling over the Senate [on the
education aid vote]," Gallagher
said.
MIT President Paul E. Gray
'54 met with the AAU in Washington from April 20-22, where
he thanked congressional student
aid supporters, Milne said.
Among those he saw were Congressman Silvio O. Conte (RMA), ranking minority member
of Phe House Appropriations
Committee, and Senator John
Kerry (D-MA), a member of the
Committee on Human and Labor
Resources, which is responsible
for determining cutoffs for grant
qualification.
Gray goes to Washington regularly, Milne said, where his major
efforts are guided towards student aid and scientific funding.
The Senate vote affects Pell
Grants, Supplemental Education
Opportunity Grants (SEOG), National Direct Student Loans
(NDSL) and the College Work
Study program, which together
account for a total of about $4.2
million of MIT's aid money, Gallagher said. The Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) program, which
is voted on separately from these
programs, "has also faired pretty
well," he added.
"This is good news," Gallagher
said. "I see other ways that the
budget can be cut than these particular programs."
The final budget for 1987 will
have a lot to do with the Supreme
Court's decision about GrammRudman's constitutionality to be
determined in June, according to
Milne. Ernest F. Hollings (D-SC)
introduced the educational support legislation along with Mark
Andrews (R-ND). The measure
called for increases in tax revenues to equal the increase in
educational funding.

Senate approves money
for student financial aid
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Soviets acknowledge nuclear
power-plant accident
Ankara judge says Libyans
plotted to kill American
A prosecutor in Turkey is saying what US officials have
suspected all along - that the Libyan embassy in Ankara
was involved in an alleged plot to bomb a US officers'
club. Two Libyans were arrested near the club earlier this
month. Turkish authorities say the pair were carrying six
grenades, and those grenades, the authorities charge, were
provided by Libyan Embassy personnel. (AP)
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The Soviet Union said yesterday afternoon that one of
its nuclear power plants in the Ukranian city of Chernobyl suffered a radiation leak yesterday. The Soviets are administering aid to those who were affected by the radiation. The report came after Swedish officials said some
high radiation levels in eastern Sweden were believed to
have resulted from radiation carried by winds from the
Soviet Union.
The Soviets have built four 1000-megawatt nuclear reactors at the Cherbonyl site since 1977. TASS, the Soviet
news agency, says the accident is the first in the USSR,
although experts in the West believe -here was a major
accident 28 years ago in the Ural mountains. The accident
is believed to have killed hundreds of people and contaminated a wide area. (AP)

students ,teachers

Reagan travels to Pacific basin

US economy shows positive signs
The federal government reported yesterday that nonfarm productivity rose a healthy 3.4 percent in the first
quarter of 1986. It was the sharpest quarterly gain in two
years. Productivity is measured by the output of workers
for an hour's day. Its growth is considered an essential
tool for holding down inflation. The US Labor Depart.ment reports that businesses increased their first-quarter
output by four percent, while hourly labor costs went up
by only 2.4 percent. (AP)

Supreme Court rules on
mentally retarded patient
The US Supreme Court yesterday let stand lower court
rulings in a case involving a 19-year-old mentally retarded
man and the state of Massachuetts. The bottom line is
that Massachusetts officials must continue providing free
residential-school education for the man, who is a victim
of Down's Syndrome. The state had argued that the order
required them to go too far in accommodating the special
needs of handicapped students.
In other action, the Supieme Court rejected a challenge
to a Santa Barbara, California ordinance that prohibits
sleeping in public places. The court, without comment,
refused to hear arguments on behalf of 29 homeless people who have contended that the ordinance violates their
freedom to travel and their right to self-protection. (AP)

American educators are now focusing on improving the
atmosphere in schools rather than tightening competency
requirements for students or teachers. 200 educators met
to mark the third anniversary of the "A Nation at Risk"
report and concluded that lack of motivation in students
and teachers is the root of the "rising tide of mediocrity"
the commission reported in 1983. (The New York Times)

The New York Rangers skated past the Washington
Capitals to become the first NHL team to advance to the
semifinals. The Rangers, who have not captured the Cup
since 1940, won three straight games to take the series 42. New York will play the winner of the Montreal-Hartford series. The Canadiens and the Whalers are tied 3-3,
with the final game tonight in Montreal.
In hockey's other Cinderella story, the Calgary-Edmonton series will be going down to the wire - the two-time
Stanley Cup champion Oilers avoided elimination last
night, defeating the Flames 5-2 in Calgary. The St. LouisToronto series will also be decided in seven games. The
Maple Leafs, down 3-2 in the series, remained alive by
defeating the Blues 5-3 last night. Winners of the two series will play in the semifinals. (AP)
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The US dollar hit a five-year low against the West German mark and a four-year low against the Swiss franc in
European trading yesterday after sinking to a post-World
War II low against the Japanese yen in Tokyo.
Foreign exchange dealers say the dollar's slide against
all major currencies in Europe was triggered by its fall in
Tokyo, where the markets close as Europe's open. The
yen's strength stems from Japan's big trade surplus with
the West and should put Japan in a strong negotiating position when the Western industrial powers summit opens
in Tokyo on May 4. (AP)

Abu Nidal claims responsibility
for killing in Jerusalem
A group headed by Palestinian terrorist Abu Nidal is
claiming responsibility for Wednesday's shooting death of
a British tourist in Jerusalem. Abu Nidal is the man
blamed by the United States for the December massacres
at the Rome and Vienna airports. (AP)
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Kohl supports Waldheim
West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl defended his
"old personal friend" former United Nations chief Kurt
Waldheim against accusations of Nazi involvement during
World War II. Kohl did not want to influence Waldheim's
chances to win the Austrian presidential election with his
views, however. (The New York Times)
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United Methodist bishops
denounce nuclear weapons
A panel of bishops of the United Methodist Church approved a pastoral letter condemning any use of nuclear
arms, and linking the arms race to rising social injustice
and global poverty. The letter will reach the Church's 9.4
million members in the United States. (The New York
Times)

Where is middle Amnerica?
The Census Bureau reports the demographic center of
the United States is now located in west-central Washington County, Missouri. The new center of the US population is about 20 miles west and ten miles south of the
population center determined by the 1980 census. That
continues the westward trend that's been observed in every
census since 1790. (AP)

Deaver wants name cleared
Reagan's former deputy chief of staff Michael Deaver
says he wants a special prosecutor to look into allegations
that he has violated conflict-of-interest laws since leaving
the White House to become a lobbyist. A few days ago,
President Reagan said it would be "ridiculous" to appoint
a special prosecutor to investigate Deaver. Attorney General Edwin Meese said he will not get involved in any Justice Deparment reivew involving Deaver, since Meese and
Deaver have known each other for over 20 years. (AP)

Celtics resume series
with Hlawks tonight
Rangers win Patrick Division title
and advance to Stanley Cup semifinals

foreign currencies

Educational reform to motivate
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President Reagan left Hawaii yesterday for Southeast
Asia. The President will travel to Bali, Indonesia, with a
refueling stop in Guam along the way. When Reagan goes
to Indonesia, he will meet with Phillipine Vice President
Salvador Laurel. The meeting will be Reagan's first faceto-face session with a representative of the Aquino government. (AP)

I11

The Boston Celtics and Atlanta Hawks resume their second-round NBA playoff series at the Boston Garden tonight. The Celtics shut down- NBA scoring champion
Dominique Wilkins Wednesday and won the first game,
103-91. Celtics Coach K. C. Jones pulled the starters
from the game early in the fourth quarter with the Celtics
holding a 25-point lead. Milwaukee starts action against
Philadelphia tonight.
In the West, the Lakers have a one game lead over Dallas, and Houston leads Denver by one. (AP)

NFL draft to be held today
The 28 teams of the National Football League will meet
today to draft the best talent from the ranks of college
football. (AP)
Compiled by Anu Vedantham
Earl C. Yen

Boston plane turns up no terrorists
An Eastern Airlines flight for Washington yesterday
morning was recalled to Logan Airport after an agitated
woman passenger. left the plane just moments before departure time. Eastern flight 139 returned to Logan Airport shortly after takeoff, according to Massport spokeswoman Dee Clarke. An estimated 128 passengers were
evacuated and the plane was searched as a precaution.
The plane was eventually released and took off again with
its passengers nearly two hours after its scheduled time.
(AP)
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Task force focuses on border murders
A special New Hamnpshire-Vermont task force investigating possible links in murders along their borders will
focus on four of the deaths. Assistant Attorney General
Robert Muh of New Hampshire said there is no concrete
evidence that any of the killings are linked, but that no
matter how many killers there are, they are still free and
may kill again.
Muh said the deaths the group will focus on include
those of two women whose bodies were found in woods in
the same section of Newport, who disappeared in 1984.
They were 27-year-old Ellen Fried of Claremont, whose
remains were found in September, and 17-year-old Bernice Courtemanche, whose skeletal remains were found
last weekend. (AP)
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Looking for a clear sky
Things are looking better for us in Boston. The
stubborn low pressure system to our southwest is
finally losing some of its intensity. Its circulation has
brought us the cool moist flow from off the ocean
which we have been experiencing during the past
few days. I expect this to end, finally, with perhaps
more sunshine than clouds today.
Tuesday: Partly sunny with highs 60-65.
Temperatures will be cooler along the coast with an
afternoon sea breeze. Winds will be easterly at 1015 mph.
Tuesday night: A few clouds with lows near 50.
Winds will be light and variable.
Wednesday: After early morning cloudiness, our
skies will clear. High temperatures will be 60-65.
Wednesday night: Fair with lows near 50.
Thursday: Increasing cloudiness with highs near 60.
Forecast by Robert X. Black
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Students, faculty marshal support for prisoner
By David P. Hamilton
Several individuals and groups
at MIT have actively sought to
publicize the facts surrounding
Ramanujam Manikkalingarnm's
disappearance and subsequent arrest.
Three brothers of Alpha Delta
Phi (ADP), of which Manikkalingam is a member, have organized an effort to "let the Sri
Lankan government know that
Americans are concerned about
Ram's welfare," according to
Robert L. Codell '88, vice president of ADP.
Codell, Kevin T. Parent '87
and John S. Underkoffler '88 organized their campaign shortly
after learning about Manikkalingam's disappearance on April
17. Members of the fraternity
called congressmen and senators
from their home districts, requesting them to send letters and
telegrams to the Sri Lankan embassy and other government officials, Underkoffler said.
ADP also asked national alumni to call or write their representatives, Parent said.
The three sent information
packets to all MIT fraternities
detailing Manikkalingam's disappearance, including instructions
on contacting representatives and
a sample petition for chapters to
circulate, Parent continued.
ADP also contacted several
MIT faculty members who had
been close to Manikkalingam.
Claude R. Canizares and George
W. Clark PhD '52, professors of
physics, and Alar Toomre '57,
professor of mathmaics, were
among those contacted.
The prime minister of Sri
Lanka will be speaking at MIT
this summer, Codell said. "We
plan to express our concerns to
him," he said.
ADP's campaign is merely intended only to express concern
over Manikkalingam's well-being,
Codell stressed. "We don't want
it to be a political issue," he said.
ADP contacted the Red Cross
to obtain information about
Manikkalingam's condition, but
the International Red Cross
Headquarters in Geneva reported

no success in attempting to verify
the condition of prisoners held
by the Sri Lankan government,
Codell said.
The group also contacted Amnesty International, Codell said.
Miriam Ben Ur, Manikkalingam's
girlfriend, filed a complaint with
Amnesty, according to Kathryn E
Fischbach G, a graduate student
who had worked with Manikkalingam.
Amnesty is not currently acting
on Manikkalingam's case, said
Ellen Cull of Amnesty International. The International Secretariat has been informed of the
situation and is currently monitoring it, she said.
ADP plans to distribute flyers
and petitions to all MIT dormitories. Over the next few days,
they hope to collect the petitions
and send them to the Sri Lankan
prime minister, Codell said.
Shiva Ayyadurai '86 may deliver
the petitions in person, Codell

president and the prime rminister
on April 21. In addiltion, he
called several US senatto
.t)rs and
congessmen.
Canizares wanted tc "show
[the Sri Lankan governm ent] that
we are concerned and a ree aware
of what's going on."
Sen. Edward M. Kennle.dy's office was extremely res P>onsive,
;p
Canizares said. A Kenniedy aide
told Canizares that the senator
was making inquiries thrro)ugh the
State Department and t]hce White
House.
Canizares also contactte:d a human rights group of thee American Association for the, Aidvance-

MIT Japanesee Film
l

prize winn ing
"ai

put the figure much higher," the
report continued.
In addition, the human rights
organization has "continued to
receive reports of widespread torture of detainees [and] reports of
deaths in custody, allegedly as a
result of torture or shooting," the
report stated.
Amnesty is concerned about
the arrests under the Act because
it permits important departures
from normal legal safeguards
which could facilitate torture and
other serious human rights
abuses, according to the report.
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Mandarin & Szechuan Taste
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Admission $.1.00
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DING AN APARTMENT
IINHITTIIN TAKES
RIGHT EDUCI TION
Get a free copy of "Manhattan Moves"the insider's guide to finding an affordable
apartment in Manhattan.

l

some myths about housing in
New York, we have published a
book called "Manhattan Moves".

.

i.

It's the ultimate insider's guideliS

to apartment hunting inthe
Big Apple.
"Manhattan Moves" helps

you set your sights on the right
type of apartment and location. It
takes you on a tour of the city's
neighborhoods, introduces you to
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the available housing, gives you

vital facts about transportation.
housing laws, renting, sharing, and
much more.
The book gives you inside
advice on actually finding the
apartment you've targeted. It helps
you find the hottest listings, tells you
how to canvas, and how to select
a broker.
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Send for a free copy of
"Manhattan Moves" today. It won't
guarantee you a Manhattan apart- |
ment, but it will definitely get you
"moving" in the right direction.
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TO: MANHATTAN MOVES MILFORD MANAGEMENT,
1271 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020
Send me a copy of "Manhattan Moves", The Insider's Guide to finding an
Apartment in Manhattan-free without cost or obligation.
Your Name
School
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Or Call Toll Free 1 (800) 247-4041
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Served from 5 pm to 10pm

Luncheon Special starting at $2.25
served from 11:30 am to 5 pm
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Saturoay

except Fnday

546 Mass. Ave. Cambrldge, Mass. (617) 547-2299
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TAKE OUT
SERVICE

re Series,
MIT Wellesley Exchhange

Earn up to $5 per hour plus a
very generous weekly bonus in
our telemarketing program.
Good telephone skills required.
No sales involved - Experience is
not necessary. Full Time/Part
Time. Convenient location on
bus line.
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LOOKING FOR A GREAT
PART-TIME JOB?

Call today for an interview.
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Ayyadurai said he is traveling
to Sri Lanka to "make our feelings publicly known." Ayyadurai
said he will take the petitions to
the US Embassy in Colombo and
forward copies to the prime minister. He will also request an appointment with the prime minister, he said.l
ter,
he said.
Fischbach, along with other
graduate students who worked
with Manikkalingam, has collected nearly 500 petition signatures,
she said. Their group has also coordinated the mailing of several
hundred independent letters to
Sri Lankan officials, she added.
Faculty, staff reactions
Eugene R. Chamberlain, international students' advisor and associate dean, wrote the American
Embassy in Sri Lanka when he
learned of Manikkalingam's disappearance.
"We called to let our embassy
know that we here at MIT care
about what happens to our alumni," he said. The reply affirmed
that the embassy was aware of
the situation, Chamberlain said.
Canizares, Manikkalingam's
research advisor, wrote letters to
the Sri Lankan ambassador, the
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said.

(Continzued from page 1)
stated.
According to the Amnesty report, the majority of people arrested under the Act were suspected of knowing about the
activities of Tamil extremist
groups, although the Act was
also used to detain people participating in peaceful opposition activities.
"[Sri Lankan] officials stated
that in one week in December
[1984], 1000 arrests had been
made under the Prevention of
Terrorism Act; unofficial reports

contacted Amnesty International
and the Committee on Human
Rights of the National Academy
of Sciences, as well as the Sri
Lankan embassy, the State Department, and the American Embassy in Colombo.
Furthermore, Clark expressed
his concern to the science advisor
to the president of Sri Lanka, C.
Pnomperua, who is a professor
of space science at the University
of Maryland.
"The essential thing, when
dealing with powerful groups like
this who you don't quite trust, is
to keep things exposed and open," Clark said.

ment of Science in Washington,
DC, which sent queries through
the State Department and the US
Embassy in Sri Lanka.
The MIT administration will
probably also take formal action,
Canizares said. He informed
President Paul E. Gray '54 and
Vice President William R. Dickson '56 last week, and said they
were both "quite sympathetic."
Canizares credited the inquiries
with pressuring the Sri Lankan
government to announce Manikkalingam's arrest.
Clark, a friend of Manikkalingam and Canizares' co-worker
in the Center for Space Research,
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Lab ties

The interim report of the Lincoln Laboratory Review Cormmittee raises serious concerns about MIT's affiliation with this
major military research facility. Lincoln has failed to adhere to
some of the recommendations of the 1969 Review Panel on
Special Laboratories (the Pounds Panel). The Executive Committee of the MIT Corporation endorsed these recommendations, including:
* increasing the amount of non-military research at Lincoln's facilities, and;
c striving for greater interaction between the labs and the
rest of the MIT community.
In the 17 years since the Pounds Panel there has been little
net change in the interaction between Lincoln Labs and MIT.
The amount of non-military research at Lincoln began to rise
after the report, but has since declined from 14 percent around
1972 to four percent today.
Lincoln Labs seems to benefit much more than MIT from
their connection. MIT seminars are open to Lincoln staff members, but most Lincoln lectures are classified and unpublicized.
Classified research has always been inappropriate in an educational institution. Also!, restrictions on research projects prevent foreign-born students from participating.
Few Lincoln staff members teach on campus, according to
the report. In fact, commented review committee chairman
Louis D. Smullin, they tend to see contributing to MIT as a
distraction from their real work.
MIT's seems to have little control over the lab. Lincoln is
able to effectively ignore the guidelines that this institution sets
for it. It is not entirely clear whether Lincoln is in compliance
with the prohibition against new obligations in the design and
development of weapons systems, and there is currently no way
for the MIT community to check this. The review committee
found some borderline cases, but declined to make fine distinctions between research and applications.
Lincoln does high-quality research which is considered vital
by the Department of Defense. But must this work - which
accounts for more than half of all sponsored research here be one of the most prominent aspects of MIT to the outside
world? National defense interests would be equally provided
for-through an independent Lincoln, but MIT interests are not
served by the operation of a weapons laboratory.
Some already have opinions. Provost John M. Deutch '61
told the faculty that he believes "the nation is well served by
having a university manage these [military] labs." The community should consider the merits of this statement and ask
Deutch to explain the reasons for his position in his forthcoming reply to the Smullin committee's report.
MIT divested the Instrumentation Lab in 1970 because it
seemed impossible to integrate the lab into the MIT community. Lincoln Labs was retained, because it was believed that it
would be possible to open up the lab to non-military research.
So far, this has not happened.
MIiT should ask Lincoln Laboratories to change its operating
procedures if it wishes to retain its affiliation. The lab must
make a concerted effort to increase MIT relations and to solicit
non-military jobs. If Lincoln continues to ignore the policies
MIT sets for it, the Institute should seriously consider divesting
the laboratory.
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Divestment
To the Editor:
When I received an unsolicited
"MIT Corporation Ballot" in the
mail a few weeks ago, I was surprised. "[This process] is your
opportunity to make an input
into the governance of the Institute," the literature informed me.
Elections are held annually to select a recent graduate to serve on
the 75-member governing body
that concerns itself with everything from the financial condiItion of MIT to the curriculum itself. I had not realized that I had
any input in running the Corporation that - is my school, employer, and landlord.
Six alumni vied for my vote.
They all stressed their ability to

is key issue

fully and accurately represent the
viewpoints of recent and soon-tobe graduates. Most candidates
had been involved in an impressive variety of extracurricular activities including fraternities, performing arts groups, and
educational policy committees.
Many mentioned their interest in
issues such as housing, Course VI
overcrowding, and financial aid
cutbacks.
But one issue of critical importance was curiously absent from
any of these statements: MIT's
investments in South Africa. Did
all of these bright young people
somehow miss hearing about student interest in divestment? I
think not. But as to why they

chose not to discuss it in their official statements, I can only speculate, and 1 would rather not.
My ballot is still blank. However, it is not due until May 10,
so there is still plenty of time for
the candidates to demonstrate
that they are indeed informed
about the concerns of MIT students and able to responsibly represent them on the Corporation.
Until then, I remain skeptical
that anyone wants my input at
all.
Sharon Moran G
(Editor's note: copies of the
above letter were sent to the Corporation Screening Committee
and the six candidates.)

GAIVI IT combats prejudice
To the Editor:
On Feb. 9, Wilson Wong '87, a
member of our community, was
the victim of harassment. We are
angered whenever any member of
the MIT community is a victim of
harassment, and we join those
who have already expressed their
condemnation of this act. We are
particularly concerned in this
case, because the victim was a
member of our smaller community: the gay community at MIT. In
fact, he was targetted and his
property destroyed precisely because he was gay.
There is no doubt in anyone's
mind that this incident was motivated by prejudice. Neither is
there any dispute that bigotry of
any form which may be found on
this campus, of which this is
merely a display, must not be tolerated.
One of the very important
roles of Gays at MIT (GAMIT) is
to help the MIT community combat these fears and prejudice,
particularly prejudice against gay
people. One of the essential parts
of this job is to watch closely
events on campus and ensure that
the rights of gay people are respected, and that our views are
fairly represented. NVe act as a
"watchdog," if you will. In this
capacity, GAMIT is the voice of
gay people watching out for and
helping gay people.
This is not to say that when
gay people are the victims of harassment or prejudice, only gay
people should be concerned. We
are grateful for the support of
our straight friends who recognize the problems encountered by
gay people and who abhor the

hatred that springs from misunderstanding. Neither do we limit
our concern to the problems of
gay people. However, GAMIT
speaks for and represents the gay
community at MIT, and their
welfare is our primary concern.
It is in this context, that
GAMIT has undertaken to be
well-informed concerning the details of this particular case. Harassment is a serious offense in
any context, and we were particularly concerned that this case
should receive fair consideration.
After hlaving been in close contact with the Dean's Office and
having reviewed the details of this
particular case including those
which escaped publication, we
are convinced that the Dean's Office acted reasonably and in good
faith. We respect their judgement
and consider that in this instance
the disciplinary action imposed
was adequate and within reason.

It is unfortunate that the confidential nature of the situation
prevents an accurateportrayal of
all the relevant circumstances. It
is equally unfortunate that the
praiseworthy sentiments of those
who expressed their support were
based on inacomplete information. Although the same act,
committed under different circumstances, might well justify a
significantly harsher punishment,
we concur with the deans' deci-
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This incident, however, serves
to highlight the importance of
GAMIT's role in fighting prejudice on this campus. We do this
in many ways: our most powerful
method is educating the community. One of the ways we do this
is by sponsoring educational programs. We discuss current events
of gay concern. Our confidential
Contact Line is a source of infor(Please turn to page 5)
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(ay harassmnent case
was treated seriously
To the Editor:
There have been a number of
articles and letters to the editor
over the past few weeks concerning an incident at East Campus
involving the harassment of a gay
student and the subsequent discipline hearing held in the Dean's
Office. None of these articles or
letters accurately reflect the facts
of the actual charges or the resulting disciplinary sanctions
imposed.
Privacy considerations prevent
me from disclosing the full extent
of the disciplinary sanctions.
I would like to assure the com-

munity of two other points which
were inaccurately portrayed:
1) Intoxication is not considered to be a mitigating condition
in a disciplinary hearing. Students are held responsible and accountable for- their behavior regardless of their state of sobriety.
2) Incidents of harassment are
considered to be very serious
breaches of conduct on this
campus and are dealt with
accordingly.
Robert A. Sherwood
Associate Dean
for Student Affairs
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Graduate reported missing
To the Editor:
Ram Manikkalingan '85 has
been reported missing from his
Colombo, Sri Lanka residence.
He was last seen leaving his home
on March 27. Ram is the son of a
former Sri Lankan Ambassador
to Indonesia and has a brother
and sister attending universities
in Massachusetts. It is widely believed that he is being detained
without charge by the Sri Lankan
security forces. The authorities in
Sri Lanka deny any knowledge of
his whereabouts.
Manikkalingan graduated with
a SB in physics. He was an active
member of the Alpha Delta Phi
(ADP) fraternity, serving in various capacities from rush chairman to house tutor. His senior
thesis under Professor Claude
Canizares at the CPenter for Space
Research focused on the development of a satellite experiment for
X-ray astronomy. In addition, fie
volunteered his services as a

counselor for Nightline. Manikkalingan was committed to using
his scientific education in his
homeland and returned to Sri
Lanka last July.
According to Amnesty International, there are widespread

charged or released.
Kathryn Fischbach G
Mark Schattenburg '84
Peter WS. Vedder G
and 13 others
---

ports of torture and ill treatment
of detainees, including deaths in
custody. Many members of the
MIT community, particularly his
friends at the Center for Space
Research and his fraternity
brothers at ADP, are extremely
concerned about Manikkalingan's
well-being. Amnesty International has been informed of the case,
and other channels are being independently pursued to establish
his whereabouts and obtain assurances of his safety.
We ask ylour help in urging the
Sri Lankcan governmnent to clarify
the circumstances surrounding
our friend 's disappearance . 1If
Manikkalingan is being detained,
we ask that he be promptly

iaplefs could bhe used
to blacklist students
(Editor's note: Thefollowing is
an open letter to President Paul
E. Gray '54.)
Dear Dr. Gray:
We have learned that your administration has video taped several of our demonstrations and
rallies, as well as the arrest of
eight students on March 14.
The filming of political-dissidents is both shocking and unacceptable, and we demand an imC11RI!
mediate halt go

ir-IPIlnCe of

r-

.
---

.

.

protestors.
Furthermore, we request that
MIT provide us with a full copy
of the film so that the MIT community will know the extent of
political espionage which the Institute has engaged against its
own students.
Alex Rosen '88
Mike Levine
and four others
On behalf on the MIT
CoalitionAgainst Apartheid

commu
KiSCanuio
M IT lacks
To the Editor:
I would like to correct an error
in an article by Andrew L. Fish
'89 ["Lack of dialogue led to
shanty arrests," April 151. The final paragraph states, '"The Corporation Joint Advisory Committee [CJAC] will hold an open
forum on divestment April 30."
The CJAC meeting on April 30
will not be an open forum; rather, it will be a meeting of the
members of CJAC, a group of
people representing students, faculty, Corporation members and
administration at M1T. The students participating will be [Graduate Student Council President]
Janine M. Nell and [Undergraduate Association President] Brian
R. Moser '87 [ex officio] and six
others [three undergraduates,
three graduates] appointed by the
officers of the Corporation from
nominations made by the student
government.

The Executive Committee of
the Corporation, of which I am a
member, urged the reconvening
of CJAC this spring, at the recommendation of the student
leaders. Our purpose is to address the broad concern over the
lack of communication referred
to by Fish in his article. When we

Your
foreign
language
'bility

valuasble!

6O
Ant~jpit

The job of eliminating prejudice and bigotry belongs to each
and every one of us. We of
GAMIT will continue to take up
this task and continue to offer
our resources and support to
those who share our concern.
Rodney Hess '87
Ofce Coordinator
(ays at MIT
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Resume & Publicity
Restorations
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For application and test
translation call MasN.
Desormeaux

Linguistic Systems, Inc.
116 Bishop Allen Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Co nmmlitlee

We are currently seeking translators for:
* Arabic - Chinese * Danish * Dutch
*Farsi * French - German * Greek
· Italian - Japanese * Korean
e Norwegian e Polish e Portuguese
* Romanian * Spanish * Swedish
and others.
Into-English translations from Russian,
East European languages and many
others also available.
foreign language typists also needed.
All this work can be done in your home!
Linguistic Systems, Inc. is New
England's largest translation agency,
located a block north of the Central
Sq. subway station.
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meet, we will consider sponsoring
community discussions on Apartheid, MIT policies and other issues.
Emily V. Wade
Chairmannr;,
Corporation Joint Advisory

Translations Into your native language
are needed for industrial literature. You
will be well paid to prepare these
translations on an occasional basis.
Assignments are made according to
your area of technical knowledge.

lI

GAAMIT supports OD:SA
handling of harassment
(Continued from page 4)
mation for all concerned people,
as well as a resource of emotional
support for the gay community.
Our Outreach Programs are active measures designed to serve as
a resource to our larger community for information and help in
understanding and combatting
our prejudices.
-I
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The GAMIT (Gays at MIT) contact line is now staffed
during the following hours. If you have questions, or
need information on gay and lesbian issues or
problems, or if you simply need someone to talk to
about your sexuality, call us at 253-5440. Or better
yet, stop by our lounge (50-306, Walker Memorial)
and talk to our trained staff members in person.
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Salvation and glory: beautiful beautiful
GOSPEL CHOIR
Glorious is the Name of Jesus:
A Celebration of Gospel Music
By ALISON C. MORGAN

L

ET THEM TALK about the party in

the New Athletic Center celebrat-

ing MIT's
took
real partySaturThe birthday
evening.125th
day
place that same night in Kresge Auditorium, with a lot of singing, dancing, and
clapping going on.
The 30-member MIT Gospel Choir's
Spring 1986 concert "Glorious is the Name
of Jesus: A Celebration of Gospel Music,"
mesmerized approximately 650 ticket-buyers for three exultant hours. Also onstage
were two guest choirs, including 50 members of the Voices of Inspiration from
Brown University and the 20-member
Princeton Gospel Ensemble from Princeton University.
Each performed separately until the climax when all three choirs joined onstage.
It was impossible not to enjoy the awesome spectacle of nearly 100 joyous college youths praising God through song.
All three choirs entered singing in unison, building audience anticipation. Princeton entered first wearing robes in their
school colors, black and orange. Brown
followed in gray, pink and white. MIT
brought up the rear in stark black and
white.

The MIT Gospel Choir opened the.program with four selections. Beginning with
"Glorious Thou Art Glorious," they
seemed nervous but confidently breezed
through four-part rounds. The second
tune, "Let Mount Zion Rejoice," featured
Adrienne M. Buggs '87, singing a mellifluous soprano solo while Daru Gaskin G
complemented her with his unassuming
tenor.
The concert was down-to-earth despite
overwhelming spirituality. Michael Dixon
'88 introduced "Let Mount Zion Rejoice"
on a reminiscent note. "We sang this song
at a small church-during-our tour [in Januand we dedicated it to Ron
ary] ...
McNair [PhD'"76I,"-one of thie astronauts
who died in the Challenger explosion.
The whole choir began to sway while
drums added a prominent beat during the
next piece, "He Would Not Come Down
From the Cross." It also became apparent
that a Buggs recital alone would have been
adequate. The audience repeatedly broke
out into appreciative applause during
Buggs's solo as she easily manuevered her
elastic vibrato inside and outside notes.
MIT's fourth selection firmly established
the hallelujah atmosphere for the evening.
Easygoing soloist Pascal Antoine '88,
along with the uptempo musical accompaniment, had the audience willingly participating in the performance.
The considerably smaller Princeton Gospel Ensemble showed control in wavering

their voices soft to loud. Their soloists
were co-soloists, male and fernmale combinations with simple accompaniment on an
upright piano. Their performance was polished and carefully orchestrated.
"Being in the choir is such a
releasefor us"
- Collette Wilson
Princeton University
The Voices of Inspiration from Brown
were living proof that there is strength in
numbers. They had a bass guitar and saxophone along with the upright. Their first
choir director was a combination wailer/
screamer/preacher/soloist who got the
message across.
During their third selection, "God is
Our Refuge," the Voices produced a beautiful resonance which sounded exactly like
handbells. Partial standing ovations were
evident for the duration of the Voices
performance.
Although the Voices of Inspiration were
exhilarating, the best was yet to come.
Both Princeton and MIT lined up alongside the Voices for two songs to bring the
show to an all new emotional high. "For
God So Loved the World" produced a
smooth, glossy, richly integrated sound including a clear, sweet solo by Kyla Thomas
'86. The second piece with the combined
choir, "Call Him Up," had an amazing a
capella section.
"Tonight is a preview, a forshadowing, of things that are to come"
_ __

.

'Che t
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- Daru Gaskin, MIT Gospel
Choir director
At this point there were tears onstage as
new Christians were asked to raise their
hands. It was hard to discern how many
people raised their hands since everyone's
heads were bowed.
MIT's Gospel Choir alone remained onstage for the last part of the concert, starting with "Go Down Moses." It was an appropriate afterglow following the big bang
of the combined choir.
The MIT Gospel Choir flowed through
their remaining pieces blissfully. The clapping fromrn the audience was groggy now,
recovering from the evening's ecstatic
pace. But they kept on applauding, even
with tired hands.
The benediction could not possibly be a
solemn monologue after so much spontaneous joy. Instead, the MIT choir sang
"Alleluia Salvation and Glory" with all
their hearts and souls. The seated choirs
stood up and sang along and so did many
in the audience.
People began to leave, not realizing the
concert was not yet over. One voice in the
MIT Gospel Choir had not yet been heard.
Phyllis Bryant stood near the microphone
and Patti-Labelled "Going up Yonder."
Those heading for the exit signs stopped in
their tracks and turned back around. People with coats half-on and half-off clapped
and smiled once again.
--

__
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Boston University's

Public
Communication
Institute 6

Investment
BankingQuantitative
Financial
Analyst

July 7-August 1

Write, design, and produce for the media. Work
with communications experts in advertising, public
relations. corporate communications, electronic and
print journalism, and other careers.
For more information, contact:
Public Communication Institute
Boston University. College of Communication
640 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215
617/353-3447
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Challenging positions in Asset-Based
Finance for 1986 graduates.
Responsibilities include computer
modeling, financial analysis and
product development. The
department is small and growing and
opportunities for advancement are
excellent.
Candidates must have outstanding
quantitative and computer skills.
Knowledge of APL and/ or C and
UNIX preferred.
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CONGRATULATIONS MIT
CLASS OF '86
SHERATON COMMANDER HOTEL
(617)-547-480O.

Compensation includes salary and an
annual bonus review.

MEETING/ORGANIZATION TITLE
SINGLE OCCUPANCY $72.00
EXECUTIVE SUITE $200.00

DOUBLE OCCUPANCY $72.00
LUXURY SUITE $325.00.$450.00

'
(
SeTnd

All rooms are subject to 9.7% Mass. Tax
( ) GTD' ( ) 4PM
ARRIVAL DATE
DEPARTURE DATE
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE & ZIP CODE
EXP DATE
CREDIT CARD NUMBER
ALL RESERVATION CARDS MUST BE RECEIVED BY
'ROOMS WILL NOT BE HELD AFTER 4:00PM UNLESS PAYMENT IS
GUARANTEED
(CREDIT CARD OR ADVANCED DEPOSIT)
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Smith Barney, Harris Upham & Co. Inc.
1345 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10105

Att: Andrew Kimura, 50th Floor

Summer positions also available
1pilptvern/
Equal O!¥ortunityv

FOR DELUXE ACCOMODATIONS JUST MINUTES FROM THE MIT CAMPUS,
IN THE HEART OF HARVARD SQUARE. MAIL THIS RESERVATION FORM
TOTHE SHERATON COMMANDER HOTEL
16 GARDEN ST
"
i
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02238

Male-Fenak'

SM ITrH BARNEY

Sheraton-CoanalderHotel

.
(c,1980
.

SHERATON HOTELS &MOTOR INNS A WORLDWIDE SERVICE OF ITT
16GARDENSTREET HARVARDSOUARE. CAMBRIDGE MASSACHUSETTS 617/547-4800
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"Scientists, supercomputers, guidance systems, excellence ... " These words inevitably surface as we discuss the role of an MIT education. Phrases such as

-

------

,
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"socially sensitive engineers" and "leaders of a techno-

fi
I

logy-based world" fail to take on real meaning.
Everyone agrees that MIT offers an unsurpassed
education in science and engineering. Nobody wants to
change that. Yet something more is needed. We need to
look at what students gain from their education, as
well as what their impact is on the world.
"The effects of technology on society, broadly defined, cannot be an afterthought to our endeavors,"
proclaims the Long-Range Plan written by top MIT
administrators. The world has become acutely aware of
the limits of its resources and the interdependence of its
parts in the last few decades.
In this context, it is irresponsible to design a device
or perform an experiment without understanding why
someone is paying for it and what impact it will have
on society. Asking and answering these questions
should come naturally for MIT graduates, who are
supposed to be leaders and planners. If it doesn't,
something is wrong.
MIT is a university polarized around science, said
former President James R. Killian Jr. '26 thirty years
ago. That means it should offer the resources of a university to a student body primarily interested in science. But how can it do that? It must among other
things broaden its students' interests without dictating
them, provide a balanced education while still allowing
some elective choice, and encourage diversity in its student body.
The faculty has shown sincere interest in -hearing
student views on curriculum reform. Few students,
however, have actively participated in the forums and
discussions sponsored by the committees studying the
undergraduate program. The apathetic deserve part of
the blame for any shortcomings in their education.
The goal of this supplement, then, is to stimulate the
minds of the MIT community. The discussion of educational reform is by no means over. In fact, students'
chances to contribute are expanding as more committees seek student members and student comments.
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Evolution of the reform movement

Fall 1984: Dean of Engineering Gerald L. Wilson
'61 and Dean of Humanities and Social Science
Ann F. Friedlaender initiate discussions between the councils of their respective schools in
the fall of 1984.
-January 1985: Wilson and Friedlaender establish
two investigative committees: Travis R. Merritt, director of undergraduate humanities, is
charged with studying the history of MIT's humanities requirement and comparing it with
other schools; Professor Kenneth Keniston is
charged with suggesting possible models for the
role of the humanities in a technical education.
-February 1985: John M. Deutch '61 named provost.
-'April1985: Deutch creates the positions of Associate Provost for Educational Policy and Programs [S. Jay Keyser, head of the Department
of Linguistics and Philosophy] and Dean for
Undergraduate Education [Margaret L. A.
MacVicar '65, director of the Undergraduate
Research Opportunities Program].
-April 1985: Committee on Educational Policy
(CEP) proposes new regulations limiting the
This education reform supplement contains many
number of subjects that undergraduate major
perspectives on what an MIT education is and what it
programs may require, prompted by concern
should be. We hope that members of the community
that students were expected to take too many
courses at the same time. The committee forms
critically examine this issue and then speak up. It's an
a Faculty Policy Committee to address general
opportunity we can't afford to miss.
issues of interest to the faculty and a CommitF
I
C
--- I
tee on the Undergraduate Program to give undivided attention to education.
-May 1985: The faculty approves both of the
CEP's changes.
,-May 1985: Two dozen faculty attend a weekendlong meeting at the Woodstock Inn in Vermont
A supplement to The Tech
April 29, 1986
to go over the Merritt and Keniston reports
and raise further issues. They agree to form
Editors: ................. Harold A. Stern '87
two more committees - one to fashion a new
humanities requirement, the other to propose a
Edward E. Whang '87
possible curriculum teaching "dual literacy."
Mathews M. Cherian '88
Pauline Maier is chosen to chair the HumanDesign & layout: ......... Mark Kantrowitz '88
ities and Social Sciences (HASS) committee,
Photography: ............ Ronald E. Becker '87
and Leo Marx to head the Committee on InteShari L. Jackson '88
grated Studies (C1S).
-Summer 1985: HASS committee and CIS begin
Cartoonist: ................
Kevin J. Burns '79
meeting.
-Summer 1985: Undergraduate Association (UA)
President Bryan R. Moser '87 revives the inacIn
.
tive Student Committee on Educational Policy
Photographs of
(SCEP) and meets with MacVicar, persuading
her to recommend that the faculty committees
Alvin W. Drake '57,
include official student members.
Ann F. Friedlander,
-O
ctober
1985: Wilson and Associate Dean of EnJack L. Kerrebrock, and
gineering Jack L. Kerrebrock establish the
Louis Menand III
Commission on Engineering Undergraduate
courtesy MIT News Office.
Education (CEUE), and Professor Robert Silbey puts together a School of Science committee to evaluate the Institute's general requirements in physics, calculus and chemistry.
-October 1985: Maier's committee announces that
tVc~
mu~
I
)
11/ it would take a student member; the others
also eventually agree to student representation.
-
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October 1985: The Chronicle of Higher Education reports that the undergraduate program at
MIT produces fewer business executives than
many-other nationally prominent schools.
January 1986: Meier committee issues recommendations proposing changes in HASS requirements. Each student should take one course in:
socio-cultural studies, historical studies, literary and philosophical studies, and the arts. A
new Institute requirement seminar entitled
"The Contexts of Science and Technology" was
also proposed.
February 1986: CEUE releases the "Goals of Engineering Education." The report reads, "Undergraduate education in engineering at MIT
should prepare its graduates for leadership in
technology and for professional excellence,
through an education in science and engineering, with an emphasis on fundamentals, in essential partnership with the social sciences and
the humanities, for the advancement of engineering and the betterment of society."
-March 1986: CEUE issues interim report. Report
explains eight objectives of an engineering education, including a foundation in the sciences,
acquisition of skills for self-education, design
experience, communication skills, study of social issues of technology, and an understanding
of the humanities.
-March 1986: Interim Report of the Committee to
Design an Integrative Curriculum in the Liberal Arts calls for the creation of a College of the
New Liberal Arts, within which the Institute
would integrate the study of the humanities
and the sciences. The program is necessary to
create "a distinctive intellectual community" at
MIT. The proposed Bachelor of Science and
the Arts degree would be "unique in American
education." Committee Chairman Marx doubts
MIT will accept the recommendation.
-March 1986: CUP issues initial report. MIT
needs to broaden its undergraduate curriculum,
the report states. MIT's "historic commitment
to a broad-based education for all undergraduates . . . is not manifested clearly in the current educational program." Institute requirements should emphasize general education
rather than pre-professional preparation, the
paper continues.
Harold A. Stern

- Diana ben-Aaron: .......
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Technology and humanities
need to be tied together
Ann F. Friedlaender

I
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Students need a less intensive,
more reflective education

that technologists must understand the I
costs and market response to their new r
technical developments, consumers' behav- I
ior and their assessments of the risks asso- I- MIT is a firehose. After we change evciated with these developments, the politi- erything, it will still be a firehose. It
cal process and the formation of lobbies
doesn't just happen to be that way. The Inand pressure groups, ethics, and the socistitute is what it is because of the way its
ology and psychology of individuals and
faculty and students are and, of course,
groups who are confronted with technobecause many aspects of the firehose work
logical advances that they do not underterribly well for most of us most of the
stand and may at first fear.
time.
But we want to be aware of the causes
Let me now turn to the question of the
and costs of the firerole of the liberal
hose and be able to
arts in creativity and
design. While relaprovide healthy, routine alternatives to it.
tively little is known
about the creative
MIT need not be a
firehose for all of us
process or the determinants of imaginaall of the time. We
need to avoid being
tion, there is consid.
erable evidence that
swept away by it and
-r.ow
the truly creative sciavoid losing too
.
entists and engineers
much of ourselves or
r
were not only broadtoo much of our huly educated, but had
man potential.
3
A
strong parallel inter- I Risking severe gen>.;
ests in the arts and
eralizations, I claim
that, relative to the
,:~~
~ humanities.
G
*,~/f
. ~
Although the evireal world, most of
us who come here
?. /,,/>94k
f
dence is admittedly
,.
anecdotal, it does
are:
'-'.~~
suggest that creativIntroverted: we are
' t,7 .A ity and imagination
more cerebral than
.
are developed and
emotional. We like to
/
enhanced by an exwork hard - often,
posure to many approaches to knowledge
if not always, alone. We are fascinated by
and ways of knowing. This implies, in
many technical aspects of the world.
turn, that the basic habit of maintaining a I Intolerant of ambiguity: we are uncomskeptical, actively critical point of view tofortable with ambiguity and ill-defined
ward all knowledge should be encouraged,
problems, even though 99 percent of what
as should the development of abilities to
matters in the real world is fraught with
look for and use analogies, similes, and
ambiguity. Many of us find great comfort
metaphors to juxtapose and make connecand significant satisfaction by working
tions between facts and ideas that might
very hard to make progress on precisely
not appear initially to be interrelated.
defined problems.
These are not the skills generally taught
Intense: we are capable of the concento undergraduates within the scientific and
tration and monomania it can take to do
1 Friedlaender, page 4.
I something really well. Think for example,

Alvin W. Drake

I believe that future educational initiatives within the Institute must recognize
the need for increased commnication between science, technology, and liberal arts.
In particular, I would like to stress that the
liberal arts should provide the following
two distinct but equally important educational components to technically educated
individuals:
1) an understanding of the social, political, and ethical
consequences
of
technology; and
2) an exposure to a
wide range of approaches to problem
solving and concep'
tualization that enhances one's creativ'
"~
ity, imagination, and
{
the ability to design.
..
With respect to the
relationship of tech-..
,a
nology and society, it
is important to note '
that the goal is not /.'
only to provide sci/
/:
entists and engineers
with a framework
that will 'permit a "
/
wise and sensitive use
of technology, but will also enable them to
deal with a citizenry that is both skeptical
and fearful of the impact of technology
upon society.
While there are many uncertainties associated with the future, it is clear that society will continue to be nuclear and technological. That indicates that if scientists and
engineers are to be able to see the full
range of applications of their discoveries,
they must also be able to understand society's reaction to new discoveries and their
ensuing applications. This means, in turn,
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about the 6.001 experience and that a
great many students enjoy it! We thrive on
each other's drive and intensity except
when they give us nervous breakdowns.
Specialized: we start out with far too
narrow a self view which MIT, not too surprisingly, narrows even further. More than
many other people, we are thinking of
ourselves as progressively limiting rather
than expanding the list of our personal
and profesional potential and future activities. We can be intimidated by the expertise of other people like ourselves. We
may want to improve
ourselves and excel,
probably by future
specialization. Also,
to the detriment of
society, we assume
there are other specialists into whose
hands we may leave
*,
all the ill-defined
problems of the
.. ^ ,~O
.world.
Each of the above
generalizations may
.-. i ;ibe
stated in positive
or negative terms. In
· "" ~
any case, I doubt
i*Ad
...
that anything within
'S~
rsight will make them
,.,much less appropriate for MIT. Given
the resulting special and often exciting
world of MIT, made what it is by all the
people who choose to come here, what can
we do to obtain the many benefits while
controlling the costs? I have a few suggestions.
Students need loud signals so that their
choices about the types of growth experienced here are made consciously, rather
than by institutional inertia. We need to
find ways to keep students aware of the
narrowness of the slice of life we empha[] Drake, page 4.
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Broader programs which require less busy work are needed
the lament of time - the day and the week
too short to accomodate either what is
asked or what one wants to do. Time analyzed seems to reveal a numbing number
of problem sets and quizzes piled one on
another. At the end of the term more
problem sets, French literature papers, and
political science term papers due at the
same time as a long lab report. To any
professor at our sister institutions the lament would sound familiar, but in science
and engineering (as in foreign languages)
the sequential nature of the learning exacerbates the situation.
And from many students in their junior
and senior years there is a realization
that they have not
really developed a
good sense of the
complex political/social world they must
/
enter and in which
they must practice
their trade. Nonetheless, a good many
have developed a
contextual sense, and
I suspect they have
,
because they have.
.4
studied broadly beyond their majors
(including at Wellesley and Harvard),
and have gone to and
participated in the
vast number of seminars, workshops,
and symposia offered
each week, from
Technology and Culture seminars to the
latest in ceramics.
From the faculty (Institute-wide), has
come the lament that their students graduate without having systematically studied
issues such as toxic waste or computers
and privacy or the implications of genetic
engineering or of excess of government secrecy. Some faculty do not perceive dealing with those issues as their concern; others believe just the opposite. And also
from the faculty comes the lament that
what is called student' culture does not
lend itself to a more sophisticated understanding of the interplay among philosophy, history, politics, and technology. The
idea is that while the west side of Mass.

Louis Menand I11
First, the good news. I find it difficult to
name many universities that exceed MIT
in the richness of its resources. Faculty and
students are first rate and academic research pursuits are carried out at the highest levels across the Institute. For undergraduates unequalled research opportunities, a January program with the most
diverse of intellectual stimulants, an infinite corridor that is the nearest thing to
the Athens Angora I have ever encountered, world renowned scholars, art and
music which are the envy of many a university, a sense of openness and a healthy
self criticism which may be unique, are all
centered in the midst of superb social, humanistic, scientific, and engineering disciplines, many without peer.
Among MIT undergraduates there is a
very high percentage of an entering class
which graduates. While each entering class
has been drawn to Cambridge for a great
variety of reasons, there seems to be a
close match between each applicant's sense
of who she wants to become and what she
actually does when here. In each class
there is some shifting among majors and
perhaps deep in the heart of the occasional
chemical engineering major there is a sense
of "I'd rather be playing my flute," or
"I'd rather be a lawyer." No one knows
how many of these there are, but it clear
that Institute policy allows the greatest
flexibility to change course fairly well
along in one's career here. Among the
world's taxi drivers there may be a few
MIT graduates; on the whole students mature into what they want to become professionals, graduate students, or taxi
drivers. Sounds good!
Now for the bad news. Or rather now
for some rumblings in this Eden. The details of the educational program have
brought serious complaints, and the plethora of committees now in session is a direct response, with each committee struggling to think through the special mission
of its school and program and at the same
time trying to stay attuned to the institutional issues which have been voiced by so
many - both faculty and students alike.
What are the issues?
From students, for many years, comes
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Ave. may have an important therapeutic
mass of the world's citizens struggling to
quality, the resulting culture has been loenter a world as rich as is the United
botomized. I sometimes think that the exStates. And introduce students to the wellcess of problem sets and quizzes are redeveloped ethical principles which every
sponsible for the "tooling culture." Reduce
professional association has adopted, from
what President Paul E. Gray '54 called
architecture to mechanical engineering to
pace and pressure, and then see what happsychology. To my knowledge very few scipens to the "tooling culture."
ence and engineering students have ever
Another lament based on boast goes heard of these. They are quite remarkable
something like this: MIT is renowned for statements about what professionals
providing an education to its students so
should consider as professionals.
that they can become first class problem
Second, as the Institute committees and
solvers, but our educational program ill the Committee on Undergraduate Proequips them to be problem formulators.
gram: ponder the nature of school and deThis argument says that our students do partmental requirements, they should ask
not study politics, history, and culture in themselves how the academic requirements
tandem with science and programs intellectually broaden unand engineering.
dergraduate education, how the program
And as a result the or new programs can reach across disci".,<,
questions they ask
plinary and school boundaries, how stuand the ways they dent time can be arranged both to "cover"
think about sociowhat is professionally necessary and in a
technical issues are
manner such that the student has a more
ill-informed
and
relaxed, more thoughtful, and more soshallow. The argu- phisticated sense of his education.
ment says that they
Whatever is done to broaden the educado not learn to ask tion at MIT may well involve (where apwhy?
propriate) new definitions of science and
A final lament is engineering education to make it possible
directed against the for MIT graduates to have mastered their
humanities and soundergraduate field, to be equipped to
cial sciences requirelead personally rewarding and moral lives,
ments: too many Huto lead ethical professional lives informed
inanities Distribution
culturally, historically, and politically, and
subjects with no into have an opportunity to understand their
tellectual focus to technical competence within a world view
any grout of three.
beyond self and nationalism. Unless these
Possible plea: guilty. qualities are stressed in clear and couraThere is, however,
geous terms across the Institute, in departanecdotal evidence that students do not
ments as well as in living centers, MIT stuagree with this criticism.
dents will be shortchanged. This set of
What to do? First, do what can be done issues involves faculty thrughout
the Instiright away. Reduce the amount of busy tute thinking what we
do, how we do it,
work in courses - in engineering and anyand why we do it.
where else there might be a problem. (poFor themselves, students can continue to
litical science?) Inasmuch as we have units,
enrich their own lives through greater use
have a unit to a unit. Don't crowd students
of the extraordinary resources already
with quizzes and projects outside of reguhere. To those students who are already
larly scheduled class and laboratory hours.
doing so, I say "Congratulations, you have
In the departments, make sure that stu- transcended
the system and you have
dents have a chance systematically to learn
learned how to educate yourselves. Your
and think about the social and environschooling, rather than getting in the way
mental consequences of what they will do,
of your education, has found common
how a technology or how scientific or po- cause with
your education."
litical systems can have a positive effect on
(Editor's note: Louis Menand III is a
all of the world, particularly that huge
senior lecturer in political science.)
- I
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Students impose much of the
pressure of MIT on themselves

I

I

I Students have refused to become
involved in the reform process

handle them well?
I work better under pressure. Does that
mean that you really don't like to learn,
There has been a good deal of discus- that you exercise your brain only when
sion over the years about the "pace and
forced to?
pressure" of student life at MIT, about
Perhaps I can graduate in three years.
how geting an education here "is like try- To impress someone? To save tuition? ing to drink from a firehose." I will add a there are better ways to do that.
few comments to the discussion.
I want to double-major. Why? It won't
Coming from a liberal arts college back- impress anyone but the people back home
ground by way of a couple of large univer- - who may think you got two degrees for
sities, I have a picture of college education
the price of one.
somewhat different
One of the subfrom that popularly
jects I'm taking
espoused at MIT. It
doesn't require any
involves (1) taking
work. Then why in
I a,
",&
challenging subjects,
I.
%;,, :,,
the world are you
,,
,
,
(2) for which one is
taking it? You won't
prepared, (3) work,,,,,,
be learning anything.
ing hard on them,
,,
,
Everyone else is
but (4) balancing the
,,:
doing it. No compurely academic with.
ment.
other educational exThe real reasons, I
periences, and (5)
V
suspect, for the hecabove all, keeping a
tic pace that students
sense of perspective
",,' ,
impose on themabout what one can
:
selves lie unacknowrealistically accomledged and deeper. In
plish within the span
practice, they know
of a given academic
;
:i'."4
.that
they earn the reterm.
spect of their fellow
I know students
students, and somewho have adopted
L
X
times of their teachthis point of view,
ers, by taking on an
and by and large,
extra load. And the
they are finding their MIT experience
bigger it is, the more impressive it is. Of
worthwhile. But they stand apart from the
course, this may mean that they must nestandard pattern of the MIT culture.
glect those aspects of the subject that
The aspect of this culture that bothers
aren't going to be graded, must skip the
me most is the fact that students are al- problems that aren't to be handed in, must
ways in such a rush. "Overloading" rules skim the required reading sufficiently to
supreme. The official version of a "normal
fake their way through the classroom disload" is four subjects, but most insist on cussion. The important thing, it seems, is
more. The reasons they give vary widely. receiving credit toward the degree, not the
For example:
process of learning.
I should get started on my major early.
Who is responsible for this state of afWhy?
fairs? We all are, I suppose. If we as faculI can handle 60 units OK. But can you
U Munkres, page 4.

James R. Munkres
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tion then, but we want your views now, on
our initial findings.

Jack L. Kerrebrock

The preliminary findings of the Commission on Engineering Undergraduate
Education (CEUE) took the form of a set
of "Goals for Engineering Education"
[The Tech, Feb. 14]. W\e have received very
little student comment on these, which are
our view of the objectives for your education. Are our views consistent with yours?

The review of engineering undergraduate education has been under way with
some intensity now since last August, in
close cooperation with the reviews of humanities and social sciences by the Maier
Committee, of science by the Silbey Committee, and of integrative education by the
Marx Committee. These activities are all
coordinated by at least bi-weekly meetings
of the Committee on
the Undergraduate
Program. There have
been a number of
meetings of the
'
deans and several >C>.
discussions at the
A'~,
school
councils ;
'.
(these are the assemblages of department
heads
in
each
',
school).
In short, there is a
good deal of discussion and a sense of
movement in the
comnmittees and at
the management level. We'have tried,
through forums and
through departmental groups, to involve
4
faculty and students
II actively in the discussions, with only modest success. The attendance of students at
the forums arranged by Tau Beta Pi has
been small. Those who have attended contributed significantly to the commission's
understanding of the real problems and to
the identification of possible solutions, but
we need more student input.
It is now very clear that the review of
undergraduate education will not end this
semester; it will continue through the summer and into the 1986/87 year, and there
will be opportunities for student participa-

=

We are now actively discussing means
for better realizing
these objectives and
although the process
is far from complete,
some points are becoming clear. For example, we think
X , many subjects attempt to cover too
much material, at the
expense of adequate
discussion and depth
of understanding.
There is often a dis.~ .X.
_'
_
proportionate emphasis on solution
methodologies, at
the expense of discussion of fundamentals and practice
in application. The
lecture-recitation-

=

homework-quiz format leaves little time and less motivation
for self-study. Are there other formats
which will encourage self-study, including
use of libraries? There are many questions
of this sort.
We are planning several mechanisms by
which you can provide us with the answers
to our questions, and more important,
with your own independent views of these
matters.
1) Beginning on May 1, there will be tables in the Walker and Lobdell dining
d Kerrebrock, page 4.

Reform must not increase the number of requirements
Diana ben-Aaron
'An MIT graduateshould be able to debug a circuit, write a program, prove a
theorem, build a machine, clone E. Coli,
design a house, win a grant, run a cornpany, debate the issues, and write a Popular Science article about it all. Specialization is for engineers."
- with apologies to Robert A. Heinlein
What should an MIT education consist
of? Or, recalling the observation of Student Council on Educational Policy Chairman Carl A. LaCombe '86 that education
is not a state of arrival but a process, what
should the MIT curriculum consist of?
It's not a new question. In fact, The
Tech discussed it at the dinner table of
Talbot House two years ago. I remember a
physics major saying everyone should have
to take quantum physics, a computer science major saying everyone should have to
take 6.001, an architecture student saying
everyone should have to take Level I studio.
I took quantum physics. I took 6.001. I
wanted to take Level I studio. But I did it
because I wanted to, not because the
courses were required. As Professors Gerald J. Sussman '68 and Harold Abelson
'73 imply in the excellent Technique 1985
interview with them, that would have taken all the joy out of it.
I would not recommend my George
Plimpton-style curriculum to everyone, except to point out that the things one learns
in science courses and "neat ways of thinking about things" courses probably remain
useful and current for longer than the advanced engineering techniques taught in
upper-level engineering electives.
The status quo served me well precisely
because it allowed me to design my own
curriculum. Curriculum changes will not
serve students well if they reduce the number of free elective units or the number of
student-selected courses in the departmental programs, or if they increase the total
number of units required to graduate from
MIT. As it is, most MIT students have no
time to read non-required books for pleasure during the term.
On to specific suggestions with respect
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to the proposed Bachelor of Science and
Science and engineering professors often
Arts degree and the trouble with humanknow more about the humanities and
ities at MIT. I graduated from the Institute about each others' fields than the humanlast year with certified "dual competency"
ities department knows about science and
(SB Course XXI-E and III-A) and have engineering. "Differential equations spent six of the last 12 months job-hunt- what's that?" one of my Course XXI adviing. There is not an overwhelming demand
sors said to me. "What department is that
for people with "dual competency" at the in? Why do you want to take it? I think
entry level.
you need counseling about how you're
Most companies value the ability "to do
making your decisions."
one thing well," not the ability to tie diThis isolation might be all right if it
verse fields together. They may think it is were positive - if there were a Technology
nice that you have studied ancient Greek,
Square for humanities. But there is not,
but they are hiring you to write code. (Or
and the Humanities Department is not
they may think it is nice that you have tak- widely seen, by students or professors, as
en 6.001, but they are hiring you to write a place where exciting research is being
news.)
done. This percepI think the situation is false; the detion is different in
partment's faculty
the later stages of a
has published many
career, but MIT
excellent books and
would be doing its
articles, among them
students an immediEntertaining Strangate disservice to
ers, A. R. Gurney's
award them anything'
satire on the departbut the traditional
ment itself.
SB degree, which is
Yet from the num"recognized in every
ber of pointless storealm for trusty
ries about Harvard I
stamp and pure ashave been told in lieu
say," to wit: two
Spi<,,
of guidance, it is
clear that many of
terms of calculus,
two terms of physics,
the humanities faculone term of chemisty wish they were
try, etc.
elsewhere. The wish
The basic idea of
shows up in cutting
creating a new acaremarks to students
demic program leadlike these:
ing to a joint or dou* "We don't fool
ble major with humanities is sound - parourselves - we know students only take
ticularly one that would extend the comour classes because they fit their schedumunity of a freshman program to four
les."
years. However, the real question of where
o "Oh, you're from Wellesley - you'll
the humanities degree program fits into an
know English, then."
MIT education and the morale problems
I propose the following initial actions:
within the department will not be solved
Architectural: Moving the Course XXI
by creating a new degree program.
office and the Humanities Student Lounge
.The Humanities Department is removed over the bridge to the main complex could
from the rest of MIT, both geographically
have an enormous effect on visibility and
and atmospherically. Most humanities fac- community, and on the XXI faculty's perulty have their offices in Building 14 and
ception of the rest of MIT.
are rarely required to walk the length of
The lounge could become a repository
the Infinite Corridor and across Mass.
for unwanted books and magazines (for
Ave. with the vast mass of their colleagues
instance, from library book sales). Put a
piano in it and issue keys to Course XXI
and students.
=
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and other interested students. The present
lounge was open only business hours when
I was a student, because they were worried
about something happening to the harpsichord. The harpsichord was kept locked,
and we were not allowed to play it.
Student community: Reinstate the senior
seminar. It will probably have to meet at 5
am Sunday morning because that is the
only time everyone can make it, but at
least Course XXI students will finally meet
each other in an academic setting. Watching Bugs Bunny together, as we did at the
annual Course XXI party, is not a link for
life.
Incidentally, the Course XXI colloquium that is being held for the Burchard
scholars is a great idea. But how petty to
restrict it to the Burchard scholars. Most
groups at MIT, from graduate seminars to
the Concert Band, select themselves on the
basis of interest. So please open up those
dinners to anyone who wants to come,
even if it means you can no longer afford
to serve a full dinner.
MIT community: Continue, whenever
funds allow, to bring outside speakers to
lecture on humanistic topics. Among the
lectures I remember best from MIT were
Margaret Atwood and Tracy Kidder
speaking under the auspices of the humanities department. Have regular Course
XXI convocations, also open to everyone.
I hope the present curriculum-reform
discussion is the beginning of an age of innovation in education here that will result
in more attention to teaching and some innovative new programs. I'd like to see
some alternative programs for upperclassmen, too, and I'd like to see someone taking Hal and Gerry's thoughts in Technique
1985 seriously. How about a term-long
program of "modes of thought" courses,
to be taken one at a time in intensive totalimmersion format?
It would be mind-blowing to spend a
month studying modern algebra, and then
two months doing nothing but digital design, and then cool off before the end of
the term with a month of music theory. I'd
sign up for it all, after I finished Level I
studio.
-·
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MiT's mission is to p-rep-are le aders for a world based on technology

such areas of activity which mingle with such I as
students also is being explored, in generic form,
Our undergraduate students will come into
by a committee in the School of Humanities robotics, international studies, elementary paiartadult primes early in a new millenium.
cle investigations, polymer processing simululaMore often than not, these graduates will be and Social Sciences, with School of Engineering
tion and maritime law to emphasize the wivide
(Editor's note: the following is the tex :tof a looked to for good technological judgement,
and School of Science participation.
MIT's task is not merely one of exposing stu- ranging character of the current endeavors aiand
speech given to members of the MIT Corrpora- for intellectual rigor, and for social leadership.
tion.)
dents in the sciences and engineering to more interests of MIT faculty members and studentnts.
Our graduates' strengths and their weaknesses
This community gathers regularly in a spirit
will, in turn, either inspire the hopes or dash the humanities and social sciences, but one of deIt is timely for MIT to think through its obof shared values and high aspirations. FcD~r
this confidence of others.
veloping a true educational partnership among jectives for the future. For choices have to be
institution, for speakers and audience alike,
I want our undergraduates to serve well their the technical, arts, social and humanistic disci- made. A choice between continued speciali2izasuch assemblies are rather like councils cof the
citizenship in that complex, sophisticated, deliplines so that on some level both the faculty and tion and the technical density of our leadinguunmembers of a particularly sturdy, always feisty, cately balanced world. A world of diversity, their students see their interrelationships be- dergraduate programs and a broader, more fu
unforward looking, and long enduring ft:'amily. conflicting expectations, and technologicallytween science and technology on the one hand,
darrental integration of technical wirith
With that in mind I will address you toda]Lyas a driven motivations; a world made all the more and societal, political, and ethical forces on the humanistic studies. Another choice that mnay
beginner dean - offering my views as to where precarious by international interdependencies,
other hand. This suggests, in turn, that these surprise you: between continued uncheckiked
MIT is as an undergraduate institution ·, and and by inequities in resource distributions.
cannot be taught in an isolated, piecemeal fash- growth in research volume - to which incre~
easwhere it might go.
It is uniquely MIT's opportunity, I believe, to ion by faculty in different disciplines, but that ing graduate student, postdoctoral, and reSince no one has stood here as dean fcDr un- prepare the world's arguably brightest talents to an integrated interdisciplinary approach must search staff members are tied - and reservved
dergraduate education before, let me take a tooserve well in both technical excellence and in be used. One of the challenges of such an en- tm
n
teto oorudpauts
In
ment to comment on the enormous signifiicance
humaneness and basic decency. Our academic
deavor not only will be the education of the In- 1982, for the first time in its history, MIT's ratatio
of the occasion.
program must look forward, to a future where stitute's students but also a number of its faculof graduate students to undergraduates exceeZedThe establishment of my office is an un tambi- technology and science present dramatic social
ty.
ed one.
guous statement by the administration thatt MIT
options and stark choices little imagined only a
In addition to expanding the social and politiW
utfc
hsfu-qae h eti lfumust have at its heart commitment to a ,w
,vorldfew student-generations ago.
cal awareness of our students, MIT must ex- glfre
norcmuiyta
alrfr
s to
class undergraduate educational program ·. The
Some amongst our MIT academic community pand their creative and design capabilities.
deadministration's statement - articulate :d by sense that our academic program -- both its While relatively little is known about the cre- aielreyfo
eerhadpoesoa
on our faculty.
Undergraduate educati4ion
Paul Gray, and then fulfilled in John De utch's core Institute requrements and many of its spe- ative process or the determinants of imagina- mands
istelvrgthtbnsusoehr.Tec
enreorganization of the Provost's Office- paral- cialty courses of study
is not sufficient in tion, there is considerable evidence that the tru- trpalfcehtdfisoucne-.Smusse a
leled a widely held view by the faculty thatt such character and breadth
ly creative scientists and Idifferent metaphor and speak of it as the nec(
cesan office had to be established. The facul lty for students aspiring to
engineers are not only sr ieqannsafligfrteMTe
duin a surprisingly swift process last winterr and
make contributions of
broadly educated, but
spring - dissolved its longstanding Comnmittee significance to the
have strong parallel in- ctoa dfc sawoe
As conscience, I need your help. When yyou
on Educational Policy and established a inew world, say in 2015 AD.
terests in the arts and
faculty governance structure including the Corn(
thefnd ask
humanities. There is stough piercing qumitestion wantbout
Beginning with converenmittee on the Undergradute Program, wh Lich is sations between the
also evidence that fresh-togpecnqusisabuthfuam
headed by this new dean, at faculty requesst. So deans of the School of
men may arrive more tal character of this institution, and about h(low
open, creative, and en- that department, laboratory, or office fitsi in.
I stand here representing a new partnersh lip of Engineering and the
do the two futures mesh? What role is t]:hat
ShoofHmntethsatctawenHow
the administration and the faculty, centereed on
ndScocl ofHuaienes,
theyasi thavewhrenr faculty envisioning for itself in our institutiei
our undergraduate education program.
People ask me, isn't it my job, then, to
inaractermid of
later fromn current day undergraduate education? Wha,
ledGerry Wilson and Anne
t?
the institution's efforts to revise, reform , im
- Friedlaender, a small nuscience and engineering
prove its academic programs, its teaching gand
cleus of concerned facprograms. The developYou see, this faculty cares so deeply insidef for
advising of undergraduates, and its dev'elop- ulty has grown into
ment of: (1) habits and
serving and doing well in all that it undertak(:es,
ment of curricula, texts, and the like? P'eople what may be a critical
skills in looking for and
that your reminders and explicit provoking ; of
who ask that do not know MIT very well! ! One mass sufficient to
assigning analogies, siour dedication and aspirations in undergradualate
doesn't lead a federation of royal baronss and launch an unflinching
miles, and metaphors in education can be powerful in our current delilibtribal chieftains. Cajole, yes. Remind, yes. Per- assessment and refororder to permit the juxerations. The overall process of the deliberati(:ion
sist, yes. As one faculty member said to me,
mulation of our undertaposition of facts and
must have as a result that we be one of miiind
"You are our conscience." This, of coursse, is graduate educational
ideas-that might not at concerning the kind of educational institute(.ion
not especially reassuring! I am reminded of a program.
first appear to be inter-, and undergraduate academic experience wea are
remark that former Labor Secretary, Ray MarSpecifically, I and the
related; (2) the ability about.
shall attributes to Lyndon Johnson. Early iin his five academic deans
to -conduct a personal,
I am encouraged by the heritage, paast
administration, someone came to Johnson 1and have joined together to
informal search for new
aheeetcretsrnts
n rms of
laid out a first-rate idea for government atction establish an Institute
ideas and insights; and this very special institution to whom I haLave
in a quarter where government action was X
need- committee to reshape the Institute requirements
(3) the ability to translate findings of this search
comtemyarr.MTsndrayfr
an
ed. Johnon replied to him, "That's a great idea. in the humanities, arts, and social sciences.
into the rigorous structured methodology need- even more mature conception of its purpose.
The country needs it. Now go make me do it!"
These constitute half of the undergraduate core ed for verification and for incorporation into
Tehogyiarubynattd.Tc
chWell, enough on why I am here.
curriculum requirements for graduation. The the accepted body of knowledge, are not the
Of greatest importance is what happenns to other half is comprised of science, mathematics,
current skills taught to undergraduates within
nlyecmasscneune.I
are reghstudents once they arrive here at MIT. In fact, and laboratory subjects. The School of Science
the scientific and engineering disciplines. Sub- spniltefoidtfygrskadorwg
IT
for anyone at any educational level, of greeatest -- which has primary responsibility for these ject offerings must be developed that will not ighmncssaanthmnbnft.M
ies,
importance is what happens to them in that~tfor- latter subjects - is just getting underway a par- only serve to introduce students to a wide range
hanersrukfo
teerspsilti
has
mal educational structure as judged by th Leex- allel examination of the nature, rationale, and of approaches to knowledge, but will serve to bupeasatnohrtienishsoy
tent and facets of his/her well-being and coontri- appropriateness of the current subjects, preencourage them to make connections and analo- tene ens ra o
I' edrhpa and
our
butions later.
paratory to proposing what could be the first gies within a wide range of social, humanistic,
exmlinwrdafrsOumsagtoo
Fers
To the high school counselors of this pyear's broad, major changes in this set of require- and scientific and technical disciplines.unegaatsholbehttcnlgyfe
ties
entering class our Admissions Office wtrote: ments in 20 years.
In post World War II's three and half decades sgetoso
gna ngasadpirt
"What we value most in a student is a very solid
At the same time, the School of Engineering
MIT has steadily prepared for this moment adta
teto ohmneeet
n hubackground in mathematics and the sciernces, is undertaking a bold review of its curriculum.
without knowing when or even if it might come.
mncneune
fteecno
els hlan
the ability to read, write, and reason criticcally, That school is convinced that its current con- In a Dec. 1950 press release announcing the es- rgrutoog
n ral
hrd
It is our good fortune to have your wivise
and a healthy and broad interest in those alctivi- tent-dense curriculum, void of integration with tbihetoteScolfHuatesnd
ties and ideas that give individual meanin1g to the liberal disciplines and paced like a marathon
counsel and encouragement in this very difficu.ult
Social Sciences, a major formal step was taken.
life."
undertaking. I don't know if we can pull it coff.
This school program was described as centered
race made up of many sprints, falls far short.
If this sounds to you like a prescriptionni for Engineering faculty seem ready to question evBut I believe that the particular galaxy of lea,adon, "the relation between science and technolidentifying leaders, it does to me too. And why crything from the four-year structure on the SB
ership MIT has now, the unusual confluence of
ogy on the one hand, and man and his irnstitushouldn't it? For it is not technicians thait we degree interval, to the necessity for so many
tions on the other."
national and international anxieties, sociali isseek to prepare, nor bench-tied engineers Iprac- specialty subjects, to the contradiction between
In the interim period the school has grown sues, and economic interdependencies, and tlthe
ticing narrow specialties and intent on dead ilines the solitary experience of the student's educaand matured, and elsewhere in the Institute re- emerging unease of our faculty with the educcaand objectives devised elsewhere. Our pur,,pose
tional process as compared to the social and lated activities have come to pass. We have en- tional status quo - give us the very best od(dds
is to direct the best minds toward inquiries ;and team-oriented working modes of the career pro- tiched our institutional base with front ranking for success that we're going to get for a quart,Pter
enterprises concerned for the human condit~tion.
fessional.
economics, sought after urban studies, and cnuyo o
Leaders more often than not are agentts or
Interesting as a complement to these activiwidely suffused studies of learning and cogni(Editor's note: Professor Margaret L. A.
managers of social change. And social chanige is ties, the possibility of a uniquely MIT liberal
tion. Policy studies, energy resources, artificial Mac Vicar '65 is dean for undergraduate edu(,cainterwined with a conception of technologyy.
education program for a small number of new
intelligence, and brain sciences are but a few
to.

Margaret L. A. MacVi
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1 Friedlaender
engineering disciplines, but rather within the
disciplines of literature, history, writing, music, and other liberal arts. Thus the education of the engineer and scientist should necessarily include a large element of humanistic
inquiry that would expose him or her to the
intellectual and conceptual process of these
disciplines. Only by such an exposure can an
individual understand the correlative aspects
of the various disciplines and free his or her
mind of the shackles of a narrow technical
perspective and its related approaches to
problem solving.
Institute Professor Victor Weisskopf, one
of MIT's most distinguished scientists, has
argued that, ideally, there should be no absolute distinction between the sciences and the
humanities, between technology and its applications, indeed between the much heralded
two cultures. But if all are part of a whole,
are simply different manifestations of a single, unifying process or culture, they are certainly not treated or recognized as such. The
primary goal of education - whether it be
technical or liberal - should be to make
these similarities apparent and thus to enhance one's creative and correlative abilities,
regardless of whether one ultimately becomes
a scientist, a technologist, a humanist, or a
manager.
Indeed, in an ideal education there should
only be one culture but many different ways
of knowing and of acquiring knowledge. As
we, as individuals, become knowledgeable
about these various realms of inquiry, our
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ability to make connections among apparentworld grapples. Some students will, if there
ly disparate elements grows. Thus in a truly is less departmental pressure, be likely to
successful educaton, the many cultures
take subjects on the interaction of technolty are trying todo twice as much as we can
should be merged into one.
ogy and society. Others will at least have the
do well, we may have a hard time advising
(Editor's note: Professor Ann E Fried- space for more experiences at the design and
our students to do otherwise.And, for both
laender is dean of the School of Human- evaluation of engineering systems, a rare
faculty and student, being under pressure is a
item in today's curricula. Others will write
ities and Social Sciences.)
perfect
excusefor doingless than a first-rate
their own tickets in more innovative ways.
job on what one undertakes.
Trees: 1 Forest:0 I'll end with an example
(Editor'snote:
James R.Munkres is a proof the phenomenon that I'd most like to
fessor
of
mathematics.)
size and the benefits of going beyond these change. Years ago, in a subject entitled "Forslices.
mal Models and Public Policy," Joseph FerI have two proposals to help students reira Jr., associate professor of urban studies
make more aware choices about the basic and planning, and I asked two students to
character of their educations.
give the class a critical review of some linear
halls, designated for discussion of engineerRequire less: In the Department of Electri- programming technical solutions used in
ing undergraduate education. From 12 to 2
cal Engineering and Computer Science, for Brooklyn to achieve school desegregation.
pm each day, there will be one or more interexample, I think we should continue the
How, we asked, were the students, the teachested faculty members present to engage you
same intense, carefully prepared, usually ex- ers, and the parents likely to respond to the
in discussion.We hope you will come.
cellent undergraduate subjects we already results? How much did the mathematical
2) We are reserving a special space in The
have. But too much of a good thing is not model relate, if at all, to the concerns of the
Tech once a week, where articles concerning
necessarily a good thing. Let's drop about 40 people involved in the actual problem of
undergraduate engineering education will appercent of our departmental requirements,
school desegregation?
pear, such as this one. If you have thoughts
allowing each student to pick her own 40
you wish to share with the community, write
The students came and enthusiastically expercent. Many students will do whatever they plained they had found a more interesting isthem out
and submit them to the editor, desdonow, but others will reach out in broader
ignated for CEUE space.
sue to discuss. In particular, they presented
directions. Let's forget about the old image
3) Questionnaires will be distributed, by
ways to speed up the algorithm for the comthat engineers need to be loaded up with ev- puter system used in the assigned papers!
which you can express your
views
about the
erything in four years because they'll never
"Objectives
for
Engineering
Education."
I think it would be worth a lot to broaden
learn anything else. Let's remember that a
When you get this, please give it serious consuch perspectives. Not all students will jump
too intense, overprogrammed, unreflective
sideration. Even if you are about to gradueducationcan cheat students out ofa major at the chance, but let us help them make
ate, think of those who will follow you.
their choices on an individual basis rather
benefit of the university experience - the opFinally, when you feel the urge, tell your
than
from
a
perceived
need
to
go
with
the
portunity to acquire the skillof self learning.
favorite
faculty memberhow you feel about
More sloppy stuff. Even if we deal with flow of the firehose.
education at MIT.
them less satisfactorily in the classroom, let's
(Editor's note: Alvin W. Drake '57 is a
(Editor's note:
Professor
Jack L.Kerreoffer subjects that confront more of the im- professor of systems science and engineerbrock is chairman of the Commission on Enprecise important problems with whichthe
ing.)
gineering UndergraduateEducation.)

1 Munkres

m Drake

IlKerrebrock
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A Chorus Line somewhat wobbly
A Chorus Line
A Baker House Production
April 24-27
By BETTY J. MCLAUGHLIN
OR A DORMITORY production, Baker House's A Chorus Line was
very well done. Although not as
precise in some places as it might
have been, the musical still provided
worthwhile entertainment.
The script concentrates on the conflict
that chorus line members face between
their own desires to be unique stars and
the production's need for faceless unity
among them all. Baker House portrayed
this conflict well, as the dancers, during
the audition that forms the basis of the
show, are at times allowed to be individuals and at others must fit themselves into
the group style.
The performers did a fine job of showing how the characters learn to dampen
their egos as the audition progresses. This
transition showed itself as the characters
all compete for attention in the first dance,
melt together into the background in the
fight scene between Cassie and the casting
director, and finally blend into step rather
well in the final number.
The musical is filled with fine characters,
all of who deserve to be treated at greater
length than the brief glimpses we catch of

Inteiested in:
* giaphic Design
* Tyogila-hy?
* Page Laybut ?
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each. But that is the point of A Chorus
Line: to make us realize that beneath every
member of the group is an individual, although each person must not allow himself to stand out in the show. The acting in
this production was for the most part very
good - almost good enough to make one
forget the occasional note-clashes in the
singing.
The actors each get a moment of selfconfession before the director, who is hidden in the darkness behind the glaring
spotlight. The outstanding singing monologues were performed by Richie (Matthew
Kaplan '87), who punctuated his with an
energetic, skillful dance routine; Shiela
(Susan Rowell '87), old and slightly jaded
with a surprisingly sweet singing voice;

Maggie (Rina Cerulli '86), a Puerto Rican
girl from the Bronx who covers her vulnerable exterior with good looks and a lot of
attitude; and Paul (Marc Light '88), a
painfully shy former drag queen with a
low self-image.
A sub-plot involves Cassie (Cynthia
Millington '86), a dancer who couldn't
make it in Hollywood and wants to return
to the chorus; and Zach (Ben DeSousa
'89), the director who used to live with her
and tried to help her get started. Their arguments are well-written, but a little boring in execution - I preferred to watch
the chorus as they slowly fell into shape in
the background.
The singing left a little to be desired, although it does have some good moments.

As a group, they are magnificently strong,
if not always entirely on key, and the parts
were well-integrated. The best vocalists
were Rowell; Millington, whose voice was
extremely powerful; Kaplan, who also had
power and fantastic versatility; and Cerulli, who allowed some excellent emotion
to creep into her voice.
The dancing was adequate, but there
was method to their imprecision in some
cases as some of the dancers are intentionally not as good as they can be. Outstanding dancers again include Kaplan and
Maggie, who did a fluid, energetic number
under a red spotlight while dressed dramatically in red.

Chorallaries and Logs leave audience smiling
SPRING SING
MIT Chorallariesand Logarhythms.
April 25, 10-250.
By RONALD E. BECKER
T seemed quite appropriate to walk

into 10-250 about 40 minutes late;
unfortunately this time it wasn't a
lecture that I was missing.' Rather, I
missed the majority of the University of
New Hampshire Notables' performance.
What I did hear made me wish that I had
arrived on time, but that is all I can really
say.
The Logarhythms performed after the
Notables. Their performance had a theme:
"Barbershop," also the title of their opening song. Their singing is very good. But
some of their songs were shorter than their
jokes. Most of the concert's time was
spent in the telling of long jokes. Now, I
enjoy a good pun as much as the next per-

oull,
out one or two a night is my limit.
The songs that the Logs sung were of
the usual high quality. The two standards
were "Baby Face" and the "Technology
Song." The interpretation of "Chatanooga
Choo-Choo" was the stand-out newer
piece. A train of Logs provided visual and
sound effects to backup the soloist.
While the music was great, there just
wasn't enough of it. I wish I could have
heard more singing and less talking from
this fantastic a cappella group.
HE CHORALLARIES, as if in back-

lash from the "Concert in Bad
Taste," dressed as if off to a
quasquicentennial ball (or something like that). Their splendid dress was
matched by their witty and melodious entertainment.
Songs were separated by "breaks" where
the Chorallaries did something silly (for a
moment). The first "break" was an im-

promptu "hokey-pokey" another was the
"eagle" (Imagine a dozen well-dressed
MIT students standing on one leg with the
other leg twisted around while holding
their noses).
Despite the frequency of performance of
"Boogie-Woogie Bugle Boy" by a cappella
groups, one never hears the same interpretation twice. The Chorallaries performed
this classic admirably. A more original
piece was "Second-hand Rose," which
really showed off the Chorallaries' talents.
The centerpiece of the concert was the
wierdest skit I have heard in a long time.
The fates the Chorallaries conjured up for
the Brady Bunch belonged more appropriately in the "Concert in Bad Taste." Cindy
has turned to prostitution (Bobby's the
pimp). Peter's a druggie, Alice is a Biblethumping reformer, and the dog has
AIDS.
We all left smiling.
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Undergraduate Association News
TOSCANINI'S ICE CREAM!

SENIORS! Don't miss the Great Balloon Drop!
9pm May 1 in Lobby 7
claim your prize at the Junior/Senior Pub

Enter your dorm or fraternity in the Walk for
Hunger Contest. Call Ravi Bopanna (3-5971 or
5-9793) for details.

**ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS**
Coming Thursday, May 1:

Engineering Undergraduate
Education Lunch Tables
informal student-faculty discussion of
education at MIT
Daily, Mon-Fri12-2pmWalker Memorial & Lobdell
Sponsored by the MIT Commission on
Engineering Undergraduate Education

4

Class of 1989 News
The Class of '89 needs six students for the Ring
Committee to design the class ring. Interested
students must come to the next class meeting
on Friday, May 2 at 4pm in the UA office and
give a one-minute statement explaining wny
they are interested in the position.

CARE Drive

TCA will be collecting for CARE April 30 - May
2 in Lobby 10. A $5 donation entitles you to a
lovely CARE Mother's Day card. Please give
whatever you can. Thank you.
_

--

The course evaluation guide needs help with
our spring evaluation. This is our first try at a
large scale evaluation and we could use a few
extra hands. if you have an hour, drop by the
UA office around 1:00 on Saturday. The work
will be mindless fun, we'll have goodies to eat,
and your support could really help us out.
thank you
Want to vote this fall? Register during the International Fair Friday, the Carnival Saturday, or
the IFC Olympiad Sunday.

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY:
What Happened?
5:30-9:00pm
9-150
Tuesday, April 29,
Sponsored by the Technology for Development Group of MIT Student Pugwash, the Undergraduate Association, MIT Hunger Action
Group, and the Technology and Culture Seminar.
--
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Mike Viola
an EP on RPM records
By ADAM RYSSDAL
IKE VIOLA WISHES

he was

Corey Hart. Or maybe Bryan
Adams. But he's not, and
. Lv ^probably never will be. He's
just too sappy. This four-song EP is sappy.
The lyrics are sappy, the music is sappy,
everything is sappy. Even the cover is sapPY.

The press release for Not the Only One
describes his music as "straight-ahead
pop-rock 'n roll." That's a pretty generic
description, well-suited for this generic
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The Tech Performing Arts Series presents...

Viola eludes originality
Not the Only One

*

BOSTON MUSEUM TRIO

a

music. Viola (guitar and vocals) and his
two cohorts Ward Clifford (bass) and
Todd Foulsham (drums) just never manage
to get off the ground. Their music wanders *
around in a poor imitation of top-40 radio
hits.
*
Viola is young, so there might be a ,
chance for him to realize the error of his
ways before he is added to the pile of top40 rejects. I wouldn't count on it, though.
He seems committed to the fine commer- a
cial art of duplicating this people-listen-toit-and-they-play-it-a-lot-on-the-radio type
of music.
You'll probably be able to find this EP *
in the 10-records-for-a-dollar grab bags at
Nuggets in a few months, but don't look
for it.

The Museum of Fine Arts' resident trio, the Boston Museum Trio Daniel Stepner, baroque violin, John Gibbons, harpsichord,
and Laura Jeppesen, viola da gamba - present a program of music
from the French baroque with tenor Frank Kelly. Museum
of Fine Arts, Remis Auditorium. May 4 at 3pm. MIT price: $6.

.

a

Tosca

9

9

L'Italiana in Algeri
The cast for Rossini's comedy will include Gail Dubinbaum,
Betsy Norden and Douglas Ahlstedt. William Vendice will
conduct. Wang Center, May 7 at 8pm. MIT price: $8.

a

Romeo et Juliette

*

,

9

a

Starring Grace Bumbry as Tosca, with Lando Bartolini as Cavaradossi
and Cornell MacNeil as Scarpia. Conducted by Christian Badea.
Wang Center, May 5 at 8pm. MIT price: $8.

*

*
.

a

METROPOLITAN OPERA

4~

*

a

Music from the French Baroque

*

*

9

Gounod's RoNeo et Juliette will close the Met season in Boston.
Conducted by John Mauceri, the cast includes Gail Robinson,
Hilda Harris, Denes Gulyas and Paul Plishka.
Wang Center, May 10 at 8pm. MIT price: $8
Tickets ewill be sold by the Technology Community Association,
W20-450 in the Student Center. As opening hours are currently a bit
sporadic,please call before you come. If nobody is in, please leave
your order and your phone number on the TCA answering machine
at 253-4885. You will be called back as soon as possible. Reservations
will be held until three days before each performance.

I$

8

*

*

*

*

*

*

$

*

*

*

*

9

*

SUMMER SOFTBALL LEAGUE
Interested in umpiring or entering a team?
Contact
Peter Vedder,
37-618,
x7405
(messages 494-0308) and come to the
organizational meeting, Thursday, May 8th,
5:30 pm, West Lounge, Student Center.
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SUMMER JOB?
TRY TEMP!
· Clerks
·
· Word
Processors
Secretaries

A contribution to CARE
in honor or in memory of your
mother. or any woman you hold
dear'. will send food anti viltal
self-help aid to needy mothers
and their families overseas. This
wiill bring them better health
and a chance to work
toward a better life.

Accountants
· Typists
· Data
Entry

Long or short-term jobs
Friday PAY A NO Fee
TOP RATES

CARE will mail a special .Mlother's
Day cart to you or to any woman
you choose informing her
of your special tribute.
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JUDD NELSON

W ALLYSHEEDY

G)~lbl ok

Mail your Mother's Dav
contribution to:

BOSTON
357-8300
120 Tremont St
BROOKLINE
734-7199
1330 Beacon St
COPLEY
266-2929
1 Exeter Plaza
CAMBRIDGE
354-7215
1430 Massachusetts Ave

Office
Specialists

i

Give Her a Special Tribute
This motherand child are healthy nowv
you helped them through CARE. But millions of
other families will be stalked by hunger and
siclness all their lives ... thevwill remain
impoverished... hope %%illaiways be bevoynd
reach unless we care enough to help.

~ ~ ~~~~~-

B

IFAmR
New England Office
581 Boylston Street
Boston. Massachusetts 02116

IN LOBBY 10
Wednesday thru Friday
4/30
5/2

Please give all you can!!
I I

ITr'S
BELOW MIAMI ANDABuVE THE LAW
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS
A HAYWARD/HILL PRODUCTION BLUE CITY JUDD NELSON ALLY SHEEDY
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS ROBERT KENNER ANDANTHONY JONES
SCREENPLAY BY LUKAS HELLER &WALTER HILL BASED ON THE NOVEL BY
ROSS MACDoNALD
PRODUCED BY WILLIAM HAYWARDAND WALTER HILL ":P"
DIRECTED BY MICHELLE MANNING
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE__.._.

OPENS FRIDAY, MAY 2ND
AT A THEATER NEAR YOU
11~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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help us put the paper
r. We'll be here every
sday, Thursday, Sunday
,nday night.
;e pizza, munchies,
the X-acto blades
you can eat.
Become
part of
B
.U\t-:,

tradition!
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Gspeswduat
Gray speaks with graduates
m

Tech photo by David M. Watson

Paul E. Gray '54 spoke to the Graduate Student Council Friday concerning the construction of a new graduate dormitory.

BU refuses to allow

Jonathan Richmond G pointed
out that graduate students in
some of MIT's less "marketable"
departments have difficulty finding funding but are still charged
full-tuition.
Richmond asked whether the
Institute could find some way to
ease the tuition policy for graduate students in such departments,
especially those who have who
have already passed general examinations and are only doing
thesis research.
Gray acknowledged the disparity of funding between engineering and science departments compared to the social sciences.
There is no way MIT can establish a system of reduced tuition
for students in social science departments without hurting MIT's
finances, Gray argued.

COMPAQ COMPUTER SALE
COMPAQ DESKPRO 286

shanty construction
(Continuedfrom page 1)
campus ministry called for a daylong, campus-wide fast, the activists decided to end their hunger strike, she explained.
The response of the administration has been to ignore the
SATF, Friedlaender said. "They
are not taking us seriously," she
said. BU President John Silber
has refused to meet with representatives of SATF, although an
advisory committee to the Board
of Trustees has agreed to talk
with the protesters later this
week, she added.

administrators to look after their
needs, Gray replied. Although
MIT only has a part-time dean of
the graduate school, it also employs two full-time administrators in the graduate school.
Gray added that the Office of
the Dean for Student Affairs
(ODSA) looks after the needs of
both graduate and undergraduate
students, and cautioned against
creating "separate advising
groups for graduates and undergraduates."
Rene J. LeClaire G said, however, that graduate students seldom go to the "established channels," such as the dean of the
Graduate School, for advice on
administrative matters.
"When graduate students need
help, they either go to other
graduate students or to no one at
all," LeClaire explained.

(Continuedfrom page 1)
steady increase in enrollments,
averaging one percent per semester, he estimated.
In the 1970's, each department
had a limit on the number of
graduate students it could accept,
he said. But MIT changed this
policy in the 1970's because administrators decided that growth
was occurring only because it had
support.
"The graduate student population should not grow by too
much more," Gray said. "The interests of the Institute would not
be served by more growth."
GSC member Stuart B. Brown
asked Gray why MIT has considerably more undergraduate administrators than graduate
administrators.
Graduate students have enough

-- 30 mneg
o640K
_-o Compaq

The BU administration has decided not to divest itself from the
stocks of corporations that do
business in South Africa. They
argued that the stocks would be
sold to others, and divestment
would have no real effect on
companies, Lang said. Some adminstration figures have said divestment is immoral, he said.
Administration officials have also
cited lack of student support for
the protests as a reason to keep
South African stock, Lang
added.
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* 640K
Compaq Amber Display

Amber Display
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Call for other low prices on IBM, Compaq & Apple
Micros Unlimited
964-0202
Newton, Mass.
* all equipment delivered and set up at no extra cost
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First we blew away the SAT.
Now we've set our sights higher...

Protesters complain about CP
videotaping of demonstrations
(Continued from page 1)
without admitting that there was
sufficient evidence to find them
guilty, he explained. In addition,
the two would only be fined $72,
rather than the $89 assessed the
six who already accepted a continuance. No decision is required
until the trial date.
The cases of the two students
will be tried on May 8, Contreras
said; he and Kolodney will be
given a trial by judge, with the
option to appeal if dissatisfied
with the outcome, he explained.
The tape would not help Kolodney in his defense, he said, because the activities for a minute
or so before his arrest were missing. "It seemed that the camera
was running only at selected intervals," Kolodney continued.
Contreras said his defense will
be a political one. It will rest on
the fact that he "had to do it for
political reasons," he explained.
Students arrested for trespassing
during demonstrations at Draper
Labs in the 1970's used a similar
argument, which the judge in
that case rejected, Contreras
said.
The Coalition released a fiver

in which they accused the hMIT
administration of "secretly filming campus protests.... The
purpose of such undercover filming can only be to facilitate
blacklisting."
All videotapes made by the
Campus Police of'on-campus political activity should be made
public, the flyer demanded. Also,
the Coalition insisted that "all
such surveillance be halted immediately."
Chief of Campus Police James
Olivieri refused to comment on
the videotaping. The Coalition
sent a letter to Gray expressing
their concerns about the videotaping [see "Tapes could be used
to blacklist students, " page S].
"There will be an official response" from the administration
to the letter, Oliveiri said.
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RC&i Tec h Support
InTfroauces SIt's

IBM-PC/XT compatible
· fully IBM compatible
· runs LOTUS 1-2-3. dBASE 111,Wordstar
2000 + etc
· AT style keyboard
· 1SOW power supply
· Vlceo card (cholce of high-res TTLmono or
RGB color)
256K RAM (expandable to 640K)
Floppy dnve DSDD 360K plus controller
Optlonal iO to 30 Meg hard disk
· Custom configurahons available
10 day money back guarantee
90 day parts and labor guarantee.
Call us for a demonstration or more Info
tel 424-8634 or 576-2001
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TEACHING AND TUTORING WHILE
AT MIT:

That's because our new graduate courses
are run on the same principles as our SAT
course: simple, effective problem-solving
techniques that are based on a profound
knowledge of the tests themselves; small
classes (under 15) grouped closely by ability; the most sophisticated computer
analysis of tests and homework currently
available; enthusiastic, highly-trained
teachers who have themselves excelled on
standardized tests.
So get the kind of LSAT scores you're
capable of. Because when your scores are
great, you can set your sights as high as
you like.
Enrollment is extremely limited. Call us
today to find out about our spring '86
discount and to get more information.

TEACHER TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION
Barbara Beatty
Assistant Professor of Education, Wellesley College

VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS
Gina Ferron-Muccio
Educational Coordinator
MIT-Wellesley Upward Bound Program
Alan Brickman
Cambridge School Volunteers
Pamela Loprest
Urban Action Program

The Princeton Review

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 3:30-5:00 PM
WEST LOUNGE, STUDENT CENTER
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If you look at the Princeton Review's
shooting record onl the SAT, you'll understand why we're so confident about our
LSAT course. Our SAT students average a
150-point (combined verbal and math) improvement in their scores. By comparison,
the average increase of a Stanley Kaplan
student is under 50 points.
The early results of our limited enrollment
graduate courses promise the same dramatic success. To date, the average improvement of our LSAT students has been
almost 10 points (on a forty-eight point
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How to Get Involved in Education
as a Career or a Volunteer Activity
A Panel Discussion
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Turkeys capture
CambrPidge softball title
VV'Ild

I

I
I
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Special to The Tech
On the killing fields of softball,
the grass was wet, a case of beer
was home plate, and fallen aluminum bats were as cold as ice.
But things would soon heat up.
"These guys lost to us 23-2 last
year," said one Harvard reporter
to another before the game started.
23-2. Last year, the Tech chairman struck out in the last inning,
but the game had been over long
before that. It was a game to forget, to drown in beer, to sweep
beneath the covers.
But the Tech Wild Turkey
slowpitch softball team remembered. And in the end, The Tech
retrieved its lost honor on the
field of battle last Saturday, defeating the Harvard Crimson
Crimson 5-4 at Soldiers Field.
The Turkeys came from four
behind to stun the Ivy crawlers.
To atone for last year's infamous
exposition, The Tech came to the
game sober. Leaving the game
was a different matter entirely.
"We're on a mission from
God," said Sidhu "Spiderman"
Banerjee '87 (LF).
"Actually, we're on a mission
from His Divine Grace A. C.
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, who has written more than
60 volumes of authoritative
translations, commentaries and
sundry studies of the philosophical and religious classics of India," said Harold "The Man with
no Nickname" Stern '87' (P,2B).
"Try to top that."
"That would be hard to do,"
said Earl "The Pearl" Yen '88
(1B). "God's only written one
book."
"Shut up and get back to softball," said David "Elementary,
my dear" Watson '88 (SS,SF). "I
don't want to hear this religious
drivel." But later in the game, he
stopped a line drive with his
groin and discovered God.
"I killed two birds with one
stone," he whispered. Watson is
now planning to become a monk.
The Crimson strutted its stuff
early, punching in four runs by
the fourth inning. It looked as if
last year's game was happening
all over again, as Harvard's
power-hitting overwhelmed the
Turkey defense. But Harvard's
guns exploded prematurely.
The game developed into a
pitching duel almost immediately.
Tech pitcher Stern belted a line
drive off the Crimson pitcher's
shin in the top of the first. The
pitcher, known only as Art, responded with several low pitches
which hit the plate, which was
The Tech's case of beer.

I

inning relief from Ronald "Dr.
K" Becker '87 (C,P) who recorded the game's only strikeout. The
crimson-faced Crimson batter
left the scene to kill himself before a positive identification
could be made.
Becker said, "Gee, I'm getting
pretty good at this. When do I
get to kick the extra point?"
Led by Most Valuable Player
Jerry "I play better after five
Buds" Broda '87 (3B), The Tech
roared back from early problems
with two runs in the fifth and
three in the top of the sixth.
Broda was able to vacuum pop
flies and scoop up infield grounders, constantly connecting with
first baseman Yen, who was a
veritable Venus fly-trap.
MVP Broda was awarded a set
of stainless steel Ginzu knives
(not sold in any store), gardening
tools, scuba-diving equipment,
and other assorted toiletries and
party favors. Furthermore, a
$1000 donation will be presented
in his name to the guys who stop
students at 77 Massachusetts Avenue ["Excuse me, sir.... Yes,
you, the gentleman in the polka
dot jersey. .. "].
Ben "Sting" Stanger '88
(2B,SS,SF) - with the first base
hit of his career - belted the game-winning RBI, and gained instant fame. Boston gave him a
ticker-tape parade, New York
City gave him the key to the city,
and Hollywood gave him a special guest appearance on "Dif'rent Strokes" as a family friend
(called "The Worm") who touches Arnold where he doesn't want
to be touched.
No further runs were scored by
either team.
Michael "Phantom" Garrison
'88 (CF) started out slowly, as his
golden glove turned to lead. He
charged in for several fly balls
that ended up rocketing over his
head for extra bases. After con-

Stern was helped out by late-
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Copies, collaiing, binding, cutting, folding. Good
things are cooking at Kinkos. Ask about our
free pickup and delivery service.

Open ear
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Open:
late Open weees

497-41 11
497-0125
491-2859
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Summer

Fall

Spring

WASHINGTON
OR LONDON

INTERNSHIPS

Tech photo by Barbara Masi

Tech photographer and third baseman Jerry Broda '89, the
game's most valuable player, goes to catch a popup in
Saturday's game with the Harvard Crimson.
structive criticism from Andrew
'Squish the" Fish '89 (RF) ["Get
the #@*! back, loser!"], Garrison redeemed himself and snagged
several rally-ending catches.
"MIT, out of Soldiers Field,"
some protesters chanted, according to Fish.
The Real Bad Alison "Carmen" Morgan '89 (SF) put on an
impressive display at the bat before managing to gain control of
herself. She was three-for-three
from the line.
Manager Barbara "Billy Martin" Masi G made a daring
pinch-run attempt, foiled by a
cleverly concealed brick wall in
front of second base, while owner Shari "Steinbrenner" Jackson
'88 was awarded the honorary
Pulitzer Prize for the only photograph ever taken of Fish complimenting someone.
When Becker, who pitched five
scoreless innings, began to lose
control in the ninth, catcher
Thomas "Marathon Man"
Huang '86 (C, spiritual leader)
walked up to the mound in 5:58
and said, "The German poet
Rainer Maria Rilke once espoused:
i

_

OXFORD SUMMER
1986
OXFORD

'Be patient toward all that is unsolved in your heart and try to
love the questions themselves.' "
Harvard had a good chance to
score in the final inning, but it
was squelched by Stern, who
turned an unassisted double play
off a line drive to second. Observers speculated that Stern
dropped a double play ball earlier
in the inning because he refused
to share the credit with Broda.
The victorious Turkeys had
nothing but compliments for
their Ivy-League opponents, and
their journalistic integrity.
Brooke A. Masters H '89 chastised The Tech for running a
"sad" story on its annual game
with the Crimson. The editorial
staff thanked Masters for her insight, and will be sure to use her
as a source for any future coverage of Cambridge Rindge and
Latin fifth grade dances [see The

Harvard Crimson, April 19].
"We went to hell and back,"
said the muddied Banerjee after
the game.

"And now it's back to Godhead," said Stern.

Music lessons, credit
and non-credit, full and
partial scholarships.
Register for competitive
audition at MIT Music
Section, 14N-434,
before May 1, 1986.

Are you a scientist or engineer
who would like to talk to an attorconsulting agreements, tax prob-

ARLINGTON,

LIFESAVER

I-
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Mui-Purpose Dedc for

reading referlists, cataloging collec$25 ppd.

mailing

ences,
tions.

DECK INCLUDES:

200punchcards,
10 code cards, 2 sorting rods, box label, hole
repairs, instructions, file box. Notcher not
included Large notcher costs $14 extra
Small costs $5. No postage necessary

FOUR EASY STEPS
1) Assign meanings to
o
numbered holes
~ O
2) Notch each filled-out card
for all categories that apply
3) To retrieve carded Info,sort
with rod by hole number for any
category, as shown
4) To correlate, take cards lust retrieved and sort
for another category And another
°

-

0

°

000;

mlile * DEPT. CP

ARLI NGTON, VERMONT 05250

O Please send me a
S..___
for
Deck

the

plus

,
......
_$

) large ( )small Notcher for

- . Iam

enclosing my check or money order for S... __
No postage Is necessary
O Please send information, including sample punchcards
Name _....

.

Address

.

City

JL

.

Reseaidt DeCk for research data In all
fields; bib. synopses
$26 ppd.

The Law Office of Mark A. Stull
15 Court Square, Suite 900
Boston, MA 02108
d

05250

FOR PEOPLE WHO ARE DROWNING
IN THEIR OWN NOTES

i

King Interest Building
Logan InternationalAirport
East Boston, MA 02128 (617) 569-7770

VERMONT

SYSTEM
ooo

i000i

* Door-to-door service to most major points in
the United States and the world.
* Both air and ocean modes.
* Our own truck will pick up your shipment.

000

Stuy/Re'view Dqec for class work and
exam review, indexed summanes of lecture&
reading notes.
$26 ppd.

hour initial consultation.

Why not let Nippon Express Boston handle
your personal effects.

000000000

II

D ieC, for course and term
papers, thesis, other manuscripts, and bibliographies.
$26 ppd.

ness issues?
I am a lawyer who was formerly
a research scientist (Ph.D. in astrophysics), a project manager for
NASA, and a department head in
a high-tech start-up.
If you call 227-7030 for an appointment, I offer a FREE half-

Going Home?

L
I

PapeIhist

lems, or other concerns?
Would you prefer somebody experienced in scientific and busiI
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Household (;oods

ESt. Andrews, Scotland
U.S. credits will be transferred
through Hampden-Sydney
College, founded in Virginia by
James Madison in 1776.
Graduate work isan option.
I The Director of Studies for the
Center for Quality Education
Abroad (in Britain) isthe Rt.
Hon. The Lord Beloff, D.Litt.
(Oxon.), Fellow of the British
Academy, ProfessorEmeritus
of Government and Fellow of
All Souls, Oxford.
INQUIRIES TO:
JANET KOLLEK, J.D.,
Admissions DirectorCQEA/
WISC, Rm 53,158 W.81 St.,
NY,NY, 10024.
(212-724-0804/724-0136).
(EO/AA)
I
- -1~-

Self contained- Light- Simple
Rapid correlation - No refiling
Saves 90% of time now spent searching,
scanning, refiling, duplicating notes *No
need to limit yourself to one topic percard, nor
to keep notes in any special order.Retrieve
notes, facts, Ideas instantly, no matter how
scattered *Cross-index automatically
FOUR DECKS TO CHOOSE FROM

ney about forming a company,

Air- ()Ocean

· L.S.E.

RETRIEVAL/-

LEGAL SERVICES FOR
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

--

Full Academic Years In
* Oxford University

PUNCHCARD /

ATTENTION
STUDENT
MUSICIANS

Nippon Express
USA, Inc.
I
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classified
advertising ]
Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
Brown & Finnegan Moving Service.
Local - Long Distance - Overseas No Job too small. Reasonable
Rates, Frequent Trips. ALL NE NY
NJ DC VA PA 364-1927 or 3618185. M/C & VISA Accepted. DPU
1498 ICC 1931
CRT TERMINALS
Tektronix 4023: 80 X 24 w/composite video output, serial I/O 1109600 Baud. guranteed 30 days, w/
manual...$140. Datapoint 3000
Terminal.... $100. Sycor 340 B
Communications Terminal, Doc.
and spares...$350. Stuart Cody,
Cambridge 661-4540
Term Papers, resumes professionally edited and typed on IBM/
HP Laser jet equipment. 24 hour
turn-around. 10% student discount. Person to Person Assured
Documents. 226 Lincoln St., Allston 254-4036.
Exec. Asst./Researcher: Support
CEO and other mgmt. folks in new
medical services venture. Also be
responsible for some administrative
and financial tasks. Required: college degree, one to two years of
relevant work experience, computational skills on Macintosh, as well
as desire to work in challenging and
changing environment. Available
immediately. Write to: R.J. Epstein,
CEO, In Vitro Care, Inc., P.O. Box
267, Cambridge, Mass. 02238.
COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE
For Int'l Student I.D., Low cost
flights USA and Worldwide, Work
and Study Abroad and more!!l
FREE Student Travel Catalog! Call
497-1497 or drop by at 1384
Mass. Ave., Harvard Square, Cambridge, MA 02138.
Do you need to talk to an attorney?
Consultations for real estate, business and consumer law, trademarks, contracts, negligence, personal injury, automobile accidents,
divorce and litigation. Call Attorney
Esther J. Horwich, MIT '77 at 5231150.
For Sale
Matador 1974 69,000 mi.,
$500.00. AM/FM cassette with 4
speakers. One owner. Call 6655947 after 6:00pm or weekends.
Housing in Berkeley?.
Will trade 1-bedroom apt. in Berkeley California (sunny, safe, $300/
month, mile from UCB, on main
bus) for comparable in Boston area.
Call Kalyn (415) 655-9100 or David x3-8854.
Professional Word Processing.
Same day service. Term papers, resumes, legal, medical, and engineering documents typed and edited on IBM/HP Laser Jet equipment.
Competitive prices, 10% student
discount. Pick and delivery available. Assured documents. 226 Lincoln St., Allston 782-9603.
The MIT Equipment Exchange
offers surplus equipment and used
typewriters to students and staff
at reasonable prices. Located in
Building NW30, 224 Albany Street.
Open Tues., Thurs. 11 am - 3 pm.

ahead during the race. All three
crews crossed the finish line within two seconds of each other.
The MIT frosh emerged victorious with a time of 6:29.1. Columbia took second with a time
of 6:31.1, and Cornell finished
third with 6:31.2.
"We had tough practices before the race," said Ken Goodson
'89. "We hope to build on last
weekend's performance and keep
improving for the Sprints next
month." The Eastern Sprints Regatta is the largest spring race for
lightweight crews in the US.
The varsity lightweight eight
rowed with a strategy similar to
their winning race against Coast
Guard the previous week. MIT
rowed the first 1000 meters of the
race at 32 strokes per minute, five
strokes per minute slower than
Cornell. MIT was never more
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Lightweight frosh win regatta
By William Hou
The first freshmen lightweight
crew was the only squad among
the MIT crews to claim victory
April 19. The lightweight squad
raced Columbia and Cornell on
the Charles River, while the
heavyweight squad battled Princeton and Harvard, the top
ranked collegiate crew in the
country, at Princeton.
The first freshmen's victory
was the team's first official win
this season. Because of the unusually rough and windy river
conditions, all lightweight races
began at 7 am, about three hours
before the scheduled starts.
The freshmen lightweight race
was close from start to finish.
MIT jumped to a slim lead at the
outset. However, poor steering by
all three crews caused difficulty in
determining which boat was

~

__

than two seats down.
At the 1000-meter mark MIT
pulled even with Cornell and was
one boat length ahead of Columbia. But MIT lacked the spark it
had a week earlier, and the last
1000 meters belonged to Cornell.
The varsity lightweights finished the 2000-meter race in
6:19.1. Cornell finished in 6:15.4,
about a boat length ahead, and
Columbia in 6:17.4, about half a
boat length ahead of MIT.
The lightweights raced again
over the weekend against a fast
Rutgers crew in Mercer County,
New Jersey.
Harvard dominated the
heavyweight races and easily defeated both Princeton and MIT.
The-heavyweights traveled to
Syracuse on Sunday.
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THE MIT MISICAL
THIEATRE GUILD

(T)
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announces

INTERVIEWS

IPERFORNCES

: Nov.

t-22

for
PERFORMANCES: Nov. 14-22

DIRECTC)RS; MUSIC DI)RECTORS;
CHORE06 RAPHERS; LI6HT,
SET, AND COSTUME DESIGNERS

e1h

,f Ilhno

PERFORMANCES: Aug. 29-Sept. 14

PERFORMANCES: Aug. 29-Sept. 14

ON MAY 6th. 7th, 8th AT 7 00
4th FLOOR STUDENT CENTER

CALL FOR APPT. 253-6294

